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ONLINE VITAL RECORDS 
ARE HERE!!!! 
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registration by visiting 
our website & 
navigating to the Town 
Clerk’s page under the 
Town Government drop 
down menu. 
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2021 DATES TO REMEMBER 
 
JANUARY 1 Fiscal Year Begins 
 
JANUARY 13 Public Budget Hearing for School District. (Inclement weather date – 1/14) 
 
JANUARY 20 First day for Candidates to declare for Town & School District Election 
 
JANUARY 29 Last day for Candidates to declare for Town & School District Election 
 
FEBRUARY 1 Annual School Meeting (Deliberative session S/B 2) (Inclement weather date – 
2/3) 
 
FEBRUARY 11 Public Budget Hearing for Town Budget 7 p.m. 
 
MARCH 1 Deadline to file for an abatement from your property taxes following the 
date of notice of tax 
 
MARCH 9 Annual Town Elections & vote on School Budget Warrant (per Senate Bill 2)   
 
MARCH 13 The Annual Town Business Meeting to vote on warrant articles for the 
Town budget will be held Saturday, March 13, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. instead 
of following the Town Elections on Tuesday. (Governor’s Emergency Oder 
#83) 
 
APRIL 1 All property both real and personal, assessed to owner this date 
 
APRIL  Rabies Clinic – There will be no Rabies Clinic in 2021 
 
APRIL 15 Last day to file an exemption or credit application on your property taxes 
following the date of notice of tax 
 
APRIL 30 Dog Owners should license their dogs by this date 
 
MAY 31 After this date, a $25 forfeiture charge may be imposed for any 
unlicensed dogs 
 
JULY 1 First half of the semi-annual tax billing due - commences to draw interest 
at 12 percent after this date 
 
DECEMBER 1 Second half of the property tax due - unpaid real estate and personal 
taxes commence to draw interest at 12 percent  
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2020 TOWN OFFICERS 
 
Elected Officials 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
Expires 2021 Leo J. Enos 
Expires 2022 Leon H. Rideout 
Expires 2023 Shane Beattie 
 
TREASURER 
Expires 2023 Jean Oleson 
 
TOWN CLERK 
Expires 2023 Charity Baker 
 
MODERATOR 
Expires 2022 John L Riff, IV 
 
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS 
Expires 2021 Michelle McVetty  
Expires 2022 Jeffrey A. Gilman 
Expires 2023 Peter Riviere 
 
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST 
Expires 2022 Sandra E. Doolan 
Expires 2024 Sharon Wilkinson 
Expires 2026 Ellie Emery 
 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Expires 2021 John Eddy 
Expires 2021 Herbert Richardson 
Expires 2021 Tricia Frenette  
Expires 2022 VACANT 
Expires 2022 Chris McVetty, resigned 
Expires 2022 Dana Southworth, appointed 
Expires  2022 Keith Kopp 
Expires 2023 Rick Bernier 
Expires 2023 Leo Rideout, Jr. 
Expires 2023 Jon Gainer 
Expires 2023 (Selectboard Representative) Shane Beattie 
  (Clerk) Charity Baker 
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Expires 2021 Linda Hutchins 
Expires 2022 Michael W. Nadeau 
Expires 2023 Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson 
 
CEMETERY TRUSTEES 
Expires 2021 Leonell “Buddy” Riendeau, resigned 
Expires 2021 Douglas Blanchette, appointed 
Expires 2022 Linda Hutchins 
Expires 2023 Michael W. Nadeau 
 
EMMONS SMITH FUND COMMITTEE 
Expires 2021 Michael W. Nadeau  
Expires 2022 John E. Brooks 
Expires 2023 Irene Schmidt 
 
COL. TOWN SPENDING COMMITTEE 
Expires 2021 Leo Breault 
Expires 2021 Christopher Foss, resigned 
Expires 2021 Jean Beland, appointed 
Expires 2021 Nicole Matson  
Expires 2022 Mandy Scott 
Expires 2022 Gail McVetty 
Expires 2022 Elizabeth McIlveen 
Expires 2023 Emalie Colborn 
Expires 2023 Charelle Lucas 
Expires 2023 Aaryn Ford  
 
COL. TOWN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 
Julie Aldrich Celeste Pitts 
David Fuller, Jr Douglas Shearer 













ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
Expires 2021 Lester Hilton 
Expires 2021  Steven Young 
Expires 2021 (Alternate) Linda Ogle 
Expires 2022 Chris McVetty 
Expires 2022 (Alternate) Nathan Kenison 
Expires 2022 (Alternate) Donald Freddette 
Expires 2023   Tricia Frenette, Vice Chairman 
Expires 2023 Richard Bernier, Chairman 
               (Clerk) Jean Oleson 
 
PLANNING BOARD 
Expires 2021  Rusty Scott 
Expires 2021 (Alternate)  VACANT 
Expires 2021 (Alternate) Garett Savard, resigned 
Expires 2021 (Alternate) Vickie Gibbs  
Expires 2022 Justin Carter 
Expires 2022  Penelope Noyes 
Expires 2022 (Alternate)  Gregory Westcott 
Expires 2022 (Alternate)  Maggie Jones 
Expires 2023  Mark St. Pierre 
Expires 2023 Andrew Nadeau, Vice Chairman 
Expires 2023   Mark Frank, Chairman 
Expires 2023 (Alternate) Donald Doolan 
 (Selectman)  Leon Rideout 
 (Selectman, Alternate) Leo J. Enos 




Expires 2021  Allan Carr Expires 2023 John Accardi, Chairman 
Expires 2021 Donald Frenette Expires 2023 Kim Votta 
Expires 2022 Allan Ryder (Selectmen) Leo Enos 
Expires 2022 Rob Christie, Treasurer & 












Expires 2021  Mark Frank 
Expires 2022  Robert Fink 
Expires 2023  Jeffrey Gilman 
Expires 2024  Caryn Whitney 
Expires 2025  Heidi Barker 
 
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE 
Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson 
 
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL TRANSPORATION REPRESENTATIVE 
Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson 
 
NORTH COUNTRY SCENIC BYWAYS COUNCIL 
Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson 
 




Dennis Patnoe, Chairman  Tiffany Chase 
Dean Flynn  Al Pryor 
Timmy Bilodeau  Randy Flynn 
Clarence Dingman   
 
INSPECTORS OF THE ELECTION 
REPUBLICAN 
 Expires 7/31/2022 Judy Donnelly 
 Expires 7/31/2022 Tanya Batchelder 
DEMOCRAT 
 Expires 7/31/2022 Barry Crawford 







2020 TOWN OFFICERS 
(continued) 
 
FULL-TIME TOWN EMPLOYEES 
 
Edward Samson, Jr, Town Manager May 1979 
Michael Nadeau, Finance Director January 1980 
Timmy Bilodeau, Water/Sewer Dept Supervisor June 1993 
William McMann, Highway December 1992 (retired) 
Peter Roy, Highway April 1996 
Dennis Patnoe, Transfer Station Supervisor April 1997 (retired) 
William Brown, Transfer Station August 2002 
Timothy Brown, Highway Foreman October 2002 
Charity Baker, Town Clerk/Tax Collector March 2003 
Randy Flynn, Fire Chief June 2003 
Arthur Dunn, Highway June 2003 
Tim Charbonneau, Police Chief December 2004 
Justin McMann, Water/Sewer Dept May 2005 
Al Pryor, Recreation Dept September 2005 
Mary Buckman, Library September 2006 
James Gainer, Highway August 2008 
Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson, Planning/Zoning Coordinator October 2009 
Wendy Roberts, Prosecutor January 2014 
Dean Flynn, Water/Sewer Dept August 2016 
Jonathan Woodworth, Police Sergeant March 2018 
Ted Joubert, Asst. Chief-EMS Officer in Charge April 2018 
Rian Matthews, Patrol Officer May 2018 
Anthony Havalotti, Patrol Officer June 2018 
Zachary Grootenboer, Mechanic December 2018 
Eli Vincent, Recreation Director September 2019 
Katharine Baughman, Resource Officer September 2019 
Tiffany Chase, Police Dept January 2020 
Wayne Sterling Jr, Highway October 2020 
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Summary of Annual Town Meeting 
Lancaster, New Hampshire 
March 10, 2020 
 
At 7:30 pm Moderator John L Riff, IV opened the Annual Meeting. 
Moderator Riff introduced himself and then introduced Edward Samson, Town Manager who said 
a few words of thanks to Ann Huddleston, Town Treasurer for her over 40 years of service to the 
Town.  Ann decided not to run for another term.  Moderator Riff then introduced the Boy Scouts 
to present the colors.  The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.  Isabella Gaetjens-Oleson then sang 
the National Anthem.  
Moderator Riff reviewed the ground rules:  He will read the article and ask for a motion and a 
second.  If we get a second, then we will open the floor to discussion.  Once discussion is over, 
we will move it for a vote.  He would like to request that people keep comments to a minute or 
less to keep the meeting moving.  It is also subject to how the conversation is going.  He expressed 
that he expects everyone to keep the discussion civil. 
Article 1 results, voted on by written ballot during the day, attached. 
Article 2 results, voted on by written ballot during the day, attached. 
Article 3 – Operating Budget – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Million Six Hundred Ninety-
One Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-Two Dollars ($6,691,672.00) which represents the 
operating budget.  Said sum does not include any other Warrant Articles. 
Article 3 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 3 carried. 
Article 4 – Appropriate to Capital Reserve – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars 
($75,000.00) to be added to the following Capital Reserve Fund accounts previously established 
for the purpose and in the amounts indicated: 
Highway  $40,000 
Fire Department $20,000 
Library   $ 5,000 
Cemetery  $10,000 
 
Total   $75,000 
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) 
Article 4 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 4 carried. 
Article 5 – Reimburse Industrial Development Fund – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Eight Thousand Eight 
Hundred Nineteen Dollars ($28,819.00) to be added to the Industrial Development Capital 
Reserve Fund previously established with the said funds to come from the unassigned fund 
balance.  (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 5 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 5 carried. 
Article 6 – Money received from fundraising & donations – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand Three Hundred 
Sixty-Three Dollars ($9,363.00) to be added to the Colonel Town Capital Reserve Fund 
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previously established with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance.  The amount 
represents monies from donations to Colonel Town Recreation.  (Recommended by the Board of 
Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 6 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 6 carried. 
Article 7 – Town Office renovations – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($50,000.00) for the purpose of renovating the town offices, add a handicap ramp to the lobby of 
the town hall auditorium and contributing to the cost of curtains for the stage and to authorize the 
withdrawal and expenditure of said sum from the Town Hall Improvement Capital Reserve Fund.  
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 7 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 7 carried. 
Article 8 – New Loader – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Twenty-Six 
Thousand Dollars ($126,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new loader for the Highway 
Department with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 8 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 8 carried. 
Article 9 – Lease/Purchase New Sidewalk Plow – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a three-year lease agreement 
for One Hundred Ninety-One Thousand One Hundred Six Dollars ($191,106.00) for the 
purpose of leasing a sidewalk plow for the Highway Department, and to raise and appropriate the 
sum of Sixty-Three Thousand Seven Hundred Two Dollars ($63,702.00) for the first year’s 
payment for that purpose with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance.  This lease 
agreement contains an escape clause.  (Majority vote required) 
Article 9 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 9 carried. 
Article 10 – Purchase New Ambulance – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Forty Thousand 
Dollars ($140,000.00) for the purchase of a new ambulance for the Fire Department with said 
funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 10 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 10 carried. 
Article 11 – Purchase Air Packs – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Five Thousand Dollars 
($45,000.00) for the purchase of 6 air packs for the Fire Department with said funds to come from 
the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 11 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 11 carried. 
Article 12 – Purchase Radios & Mobile Equipment – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Five Thousand Dollars 
($45,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing radios and mobile equipment for the Fire Department 
and to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure of said sum from the Fire Department Capital 
Reserve Fund.  (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 12 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 12 carried. 
Article 13 – Purchase Cardiac Monitors – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a three year lease agreement 
for One Hundred Five Thousand Dollars ($105,000.00) for the purpose of leasing 3 cardiac 
monitors for the Fire Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Five Thousand 
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Dollars ($35,000.00) for the first year’s payment with said funds to come from the unassigned 
fund balance.  This lease agreement contains an escape clause.  (Majority vote required) 
Article 13 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 13 carried. 
Article 14 – Purchase Grader Tires – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fourteen Thousand Four 
Hundred Dollars ($14,400.00) for the purpose of purchasing six (6) grader tires for the Highway 
Department and to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure of said sum to come from the 
Highway Capital Reserve Fund.  (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget 
Committee) 
Article 14 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 14 carried. 
Article 15 – Upgrade/Renovate Col Town apartment kitchen – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars 
($20,000.00) for the purpose of updating/renovating the kitchen in the apartment at the Colonel 
Town house with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 15 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 15 carried. 
Article 16 – Engineering designs – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars 
($20,000.00) for the purpose of hiring an engineer to design roadway reconstruction on Bunker 
Hill Street from Main to Summer Street in conjunction with the renovation of the old Parker J. 
Noyes building.  The designs will be to replace water and sewer infrastructure, redesign the 
drainage of the municipal parking lot to include separating the store water runoff from the sewer 
system, redesign the parking along Bunker Hill Street and the municipal parking lot behind the PJ 
Noyes building, and to redesign the sidewalk along the street with said funds to come from the 
unassigned fund balance. 
Article 16 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 16 carried. 
Article 17 – Playground Project – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($300,000.00) for the purpose of upgrading the playground at the Colonel Town 
Recreation facility with Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) to come from the unassigned fund 
balance and the remaining Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) to come from 
grant funding.  This special warrant article will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI 
and will not lapse until the playground upgrade is completed or by March 10, 2025, whichever is 
sooner.  (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 17 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 17 carried. 
Article 18 – CASA – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) for the support of CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) of New Hampshire. 
Article 18 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 18 carried. 
Article 19 – Tri-County Transit – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars 
($4,000.00) for the support of Tri-County Transit. 




Article 20 – Northern Human Services/White Mountain Mental Health – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Nine Hundred 
Twenty-One Dollars ($5,921.00) for the support of Northern Human Services/White Mountain 
Mental Health. 
Article 20 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 20 carried. 
Article 21 – Senior Meals of Coos County – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Five Hundred 
Dollars ($4,500.00) for the support of the Senior Meals of Coos County Program. 
Article 21 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 21 carried. 
Article 22 – Northern Gateway Chamber of Commerce – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred 
Forty Dollars ($1,640.00), for the support of the Northern Gateway Regional Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Article 22 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 22 carried. 
Article 23 – Center for New Beginnings – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) to help support the Center for New Beginnings in Littleton, which provides counseling 
and mental health services to individuals throughout the North Country. 
Article 23 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 23 carried. 
Article 24 – Caleb Interfaith Volunteer Caregivers – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars 
($4,000.00) for the support of the Caleb Interfaith Volunteer Caregivers who serves the needs of 
senior citizens in the community. 
Article 24 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 24 carried. 
Article 25 – Tri-County CAP Energy Services Program – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Six Hundred 
Dollars ($4,600.00) for the support of the Tri-County Community Energy Services Program. 
Article 25 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 25 carried. 
Article 26 – North Country Home Health & Hospice – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventeen Thousand Nine 
Hundred Ninety-One Dollars ($17,991.00) for the support of North Country Home Health & 
Hospice Agency. 
Article 26 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 26 carried. 
Article 27 – ServiceLink – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Eight Hundred 
Twenty Dollars ($1,820.00) for the support of Coos ServiceLink Resource Center. 
Article 27 was moved and seconded. Discussion followed.  Article 27 carried. 
Article 28 – Mt. Washington Regional Airport – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Seven Hundred 
Eighty-Six Dollars ($3,786.00) for the Town’s share of the operating budget for the Mt. 
Washington Regional Airport for the current fiscal year. 
Article 28 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 28 carried. 
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Article 29 – Homeless Intervention & Prevention – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred 
Fifty-Eight Dollars ($1,758.00) for the support of Tri-County CAP’s Homeless Intervention and 
Prevention Program. 
Article 29 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 29 carried. 
Article 30 – NH North Country Veterans Inc. – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) 
for the support of the New Hampshire North Country Veterans Inc. 
Article 30 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 30 carried. 
Article 31 – Soup Kitchen – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) for the support of the Lancaster Soup Kitchen.  (Submitted by Petition) 
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) 
Article 31 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 31 carried. 
Article 32 – Food Pantry – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) for the support of the Lancaster Food Pantry.  (Submitted by Petition) (Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) 
Article 32 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 32 carried. 
Article 33 – Video Recording & Streaming – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Dollars 
($3,000.00) for the purpose of video recording and streaming of bi-monthly select board meetings 
at the Town Hall. (Submitted by Petition) (Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the 
Budget Committee) 
Article 33 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 33 failed.  30 in favor.  51 
against. 
Article 34 – Backpack Feeding Program – Read by Moderator Riff. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Four Hundred 
Dollars ($2,400.00) to assist with the cost of the weekend “Backpack” feeding program which St. 
Paul’s Episcopal Church, 113 Main Street, Lancaster, NH, currently funds. 
Article 34 was moved and seconded.  Discussion followed.  Article 34 carried. 
Article 35 – Transact Other Business. 
To transact other business that may legally come before this meeting. 
Terri Anderson wanted to make a comment regarding the streaming.  She was concerned about 
the others that were in favor of the streaming not getting a chance to speak.  They just moved the 
question and it was voted to stop discussion and no one else could speak.  Jay explained they 
had right to overrule and she expressed that she felt she didn’t even have a chance to do that. 
Motion was made, seconded and carried to adjourn. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Charity M. Baker, Town Clerk 
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REPORT OF TOWN MANAGER 
2020 
 
2020 will be remembered as the most unusual year ever.  
In the Spring we saw the arrival of the COVID-19 Pandemic.  Regulations were implemented 
that limited travel and imposed restrictions on the number of people allowed in restaurants.   
Our businesses and the people of Lancaster quickly adapted to the new rules as outdoor seating 
was put in place at restaurants and all businesses adhered to Social Distancing requirements. 
I spoke with business owners throughout the pandemic, and because the people of Lancaster 
acted quickly, most businesses did well. 
Mother Nature sure helped as we saw a summer like no other.  The sun was shining daily and 
therefore outdoor seating was successful.  The downside to no rain was that residents with 
wells lost their water and many had to wait months to have a new well dug. 
As this pandemic continues, I am confident that we will persevere. 
As we move forward into 2021, I wish to inform the great people of Lancaster that I will be 
retiring from my job as Town Manager.  I have worked for the Town of Lancaster for 41 plus 
years, and enjoyed every day, including a couple of rough ones.  I wish to thank all those that 
allowed me to be successful in my career.  A special thank you to the town employees that go 




REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
2020 
 
2020 turned out to be a year that many of us would rather forget.  Due to the Coronavirus, many 
changes had to be initiated in order to try and keep it from spreading, and with this, things 
became very quiet in our little town.  Members of the Select Board would meet with Lancaster’s 
Emergency Management Team on a weekly basis.   
At the end of this year, one of our long-time employees, Dennis Patnoe, retired from his service 
with the town.  We would like to take this opportunity to say THANK YOU for the many years of 
service he gave to us! 
During this trying year many small projects were completed to keep up with the town’s 
infrastructure and road maintenance.  All the departments did a great job keeping safety in mind. 
We are looking forward to 2021, with the hopes that life will get back to somewhat normal and 
we can all gather again as family and friends. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Leo J. Enos, Chairman 
Board of Selectmen 
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Registration of Motor Vehicles 2018 2019 2020
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees Collected $685,910.76 $701,352.95 $734,311.50
NH Motor Vehicle $213,494.20 $217,217.28 $222,828.49
Municipal Agent Fees Collected $13,151.00 $13,024.00 $13,326.00
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees $11,447.00 $11,400.30 $11,902.50
Total Collected $924,002.96 $942,994.53 $982,368.49
Dog Licenses $4,980.00 $4,928.50 $3,993.50
Town Record Fees
Automobile Title Applications 1,746.00        1,671.00        1,646.00         
Recreation Vehicle Registrations 2,328.50        2,910.00        1,913.00         
Municipal Agent Fees Collected 87.00             105.00           79.00              
Renewal Fees 3,431.00        3,442.00        3,502.00         
Boat Registrations 1,159.84        1,352.83        1,390.23         
Municipal Agent Fees Collected 590.00           670.00           710.00            
Certified Copies of Vital Records 10,830.00      9,950.00        10,891.50       
UCC's 2,280.00        2,010.00        2,175.00         
Marriage Intentions 1,350.00        1,250.00        1,700.00         
Log Fees 269.00           281.00           582.50            
Licenses and Fees 277.10           385.00           347.20            
Total Collected $24,348.44 $24,026.83 $24,936.43
Total Remitted to the Treasurer $953,331.40 $971,949.86 $1,011,298.42
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
The renovations to the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's office have been completed. When you visit,
you will notice the counter was pushed back giving more space for the customer. The office has 3
workstations that can process all of our needs in one location. Each station can process motor
vehicles, dogs, vital records, property taxes and water/sewer transactions. There is no need to
switch back and forth between desks.  This makes it much more convenient for the customer.
There were 4 elections in 2020. I would like to thank the voters for being flexible and
coopereative during each of the elections. The COVID-19 pandemic definitely made the elections
challenging. There will be another change due to COVID-19 for the 2021 Town Business
meeting. The election for Town officers and the school budget warrant will be held on
Tuesday, March 9, 2021 and the Business meeting to vote on the Town budget and warrant
articles will take place on Saturday, March 13, 2021 at the Lancaster Elementary School at
10:00 a.m. (per Governor's Emergency Order #83). Remember every vote does count! See
you on election day!
18
Respectfully submitted,
Charity M. Baker, Town Clerk
Any motor vehicle whose manufacturer's model year is 2000 or newer requires a title. Titles that
are mailed and returned to the State because a person has moved are kept forever. They are not
forwarded. To get the title you have to contact the Title Bureau. You can get several motor
vehicle forms from the Department of Safety website.
You can request a certified copy of vital records online through EVITALs. Go to the Town's
website and go to the Town Clerk's page.
Visit the town's website at www.lancasternh.org.  There is a lot of valuable information on the site.
Don’t forget to renew your dog's license by April 30th to avoid a penalty. There will not be a
rabies clinic in 2021.
19
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To the Town Manager and Members of the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Lancaster 
Lancaster, New Hampshire 03584 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type 
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Lancaster, as of and 
for the year ended December 31, 2019, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively 
isted in the table of contents.   
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  This includes the 
design, implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
Audit Responsibility 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.  We conducted our 
audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.  Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. 
An audit includes performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial state
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.  In making those 
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal c
of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but 
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity
we express no such opinion.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall presentation of the financial statements. 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinions. 
Basis for Adverse Opinion on Governmental and Business-type Activities  
As discussed in Note 1.B.3. to the financial statements, management has not determined its total liability, 
related deferral amounts, or expense for postemployment benefits other than pensions (OPEB) in governmental 
and business-type activities.  Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require 
that management recognize these OPEB liability, deferrals and expense, which would increase the liabilities, 
decrease net position, and increase expenses of the governmental and business-type activities.  The amount by 
which this departure would affect the liabilities, net position and expenses of the governmental and business-





TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT 
The town office has a fresh, new look!  Renovations to Town Clerk/Tax 
Collector's office that began in 2019 was completed in 2020.  The office 
has 3 workstations that can process all of your needs in one location.  Each 
station can process motor vehicles, dogs, vital records, property taxes and 
water/sewer transactions.  There is no need to switch back and forth 
between desks.  This makes it much more convenient for the customer.  
The tax department offers the convenience of paying your property taxes, water & sewer online 
along with accessing a copy of your tax bill and assessment data.  Visit our website – 
www.lancasternh.org.  You can also sign up for paperless billing and receive your bill via email.  
To do so, contact the Tax Collector 603-788-3391 or taxcollector@lancasternh.org or through 
the tax payment kiosk when paying your bill online. 
The following dates I would like to make the taxpayer aware of in the up coming year: 
February Delinquent Notices will be mailed 
April  Water Meters read the 1st week of April 
  Water/Sewer bill mailed the 2nd week of April 
Delinquent notices due date is the 16th 
Lien process begins with issuing an impending lien notice on any unpaid taxes 
after the delinquent due date 
May  Due date on 1st Issue Water/Sewer bill 
Impending lien notice due date is the 21st   
Liens will be executed on the 21st on any unpaid delinquent taxes after the 
impending lien due date.  Mortgage notices will be mailed within 45 days of 
this date 
June  Issue 1st Issue Property Tax bill 
July  Due date on 1st Issue Property Tax bill 
Impending deed notices will be mailed to property owners and mortgage 
holders on any outstanding 2018 tax liens (2018 tax levy) 
August Execute tax collector’s deeds on 11th on any outstanding 2018 tax liens (2018 tax 
levy) after the impending deed due date 
October Water Meters read 1st week of October 
  Water/Sewer bill mailed 2nd week of October 
November Issue 2nd Issue Property Tax bill 
Due date on 2nd Issue Water/Sewer bill 
December Due date on 2nd Issue Property Tax bill 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

















Edward Samson 603-788-3391 townmanager@lancasternh.org
Preparer's Signature
Lancaster
Summary Inventory of Valuation
Reports Required: RSA 21-J:34 as amended, provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated 
revenues and such other information as the Department of Revenue Administration may require upon reports 
prescribed for that purpose.
Note: The values and figures provided represent the detailed values that are used in the city/towns tax 
assessments and sworn to uphold under Oath per RSA 75:7.
For assistance please contact:
NH DRA Municipal and Property Division
(603) 230-5090
http://www.revenue.nh.gov/mun-prop/







Land Value Only Acres Valuation
1A Current Use RSA 79-A 24,678.53 $2,166,833
1B Conservation Restriction Assessment RSA 79-B 1.25 $206
1C Discretionary Easements RSA 79-C 0.00 $0
1D Discretionary Preservation Easements RSA 79-D 1.01 $8,700
1E Taxation of Land Under Farm Structures RSA 79-F 0.00 $0
1F Residential Land 2,761.00 $44,999,400
1G Commercial/Industrial Land 586.04 $16,882,000
1H Total of Taxable Land 28,027.83 $64,057,139
1I Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable Land 2,861.37 $9,337,200
Buildings Value Only Structures Valuation
2A Residential 0 $146,749,748
2B Manufactured Housing RSA 674:31 0 $3,980,800
2C Commercial/Industrial 0 $49,156,000
2D Discretionary Preservation Easements RSA 79-D 10 $26,252
2E Taxation of Farm Structures RSA 79-F 0 $0
2F Total of Taxable Buildings 0 $199,912,800
2G Tax Exempt and Non-Taxable Buildings 0 $37,915,800
Utilities & Timber Valuation
3A Utilities $15,741,200
3B Other Utilities $0
4 Mature Wood and Timber RSA 79:5 $0
5 Valuation before Exemption $279,711,139
Exemptions Total Granted Valuation
6 Certain Disabled Veterans RSA 72:36-a 0 $0
7 Improvements to Assist the Deaf RSA 72:38-b V 0 $0
8 Improvements to Assist Persons with Disabilities RSA 72:37-a 0 $0
9 School Dining/Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption RSA 72:23-IV 0 $0
10A Non-Utility Water & Air Pollution Control Exemption RSA 72:12-
a
0 $0
10B Utility Water & Air Polution Control Exemption RSA 72:12-a 0 $0
11 Modified Assessed Value of All Properties $279,711,139
Optional Exemptions Amount Per Total
Granted
Valuation
12 Blind Exemption RSA 72:37 $15,000 0 $0
13 Elderly Exemption RSA 72:39-a,b $0 11 $310,900
14 Deaf Exemption RSA 72:38-b $0 0 $0
15 Disabled Exemption RSA 72:37-b $0 0 $0
16 Wood Heating Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72:70 $0 0 $0
17 Solar Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72:62 $0 17 $209,900
18 Wind Powered Energy Systems Exemption RSA 72:66 $0 0 $0
19 Additional School Dining/Dorm/Kitchen Exemptions RSA 72:23 
IV
$0 0 $0
19A Electric Energy Storage Systems RSA 72:85 $0 0 $0
20 Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions $520,800
21A Net Valuation $279,190,339
21B Less TIF Retained Value $0
21C Net Valuation Adjusted to Remove TIF Retained Value $279,190,339
21D Less Commercial/Industrial Construction Exemption $230,600
21E Net Valuation Adjusted to Remove TIF Retained Value and Comm/Ind Construction 
Exemption
$278,959,739
22 Less Utilities $15,741,200
23A Net Valuation without Utilities $263,449,139
23B Net Valuation without Utilities, Adjusted to Remove TIF Retained Value $263,449,139









The municipality DOES NOT use DRA utility values. The municipality IS NOT equalized by the ratio.
Electric Company Name Distr. Distr. (Other) Gen. Trans. Valuation
PSNH DBA EVERSOURCE ENERGY $0 $13,448,400 $0 $0 $13,448,400
$0 $13,448,400 $0 $0 $13,448,400
Gas Company Name Distr. Distr. (Other) Gen. Trans. Valuation
PORTLAND NATURAL GAS 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM $0 $194,400 $0 $0 $194,400
PORTLAND PIPE LINE CORPORATION $0 $2,098,400 $0 $0 $2,098,400
$0 $2,292,800 $0 $0 $2,292,800







Veteran's Tax Credits Limits Number Est. Tax Credits
Veterans' Tax CreditRSA 72:28 $100 123 $12,300
Surviving Spouse RSA 72:29-a $700 0 $0
Tax Credit for Service-Connected Total DisabilityRSA 72:35 $1,400 12 $16,800
All Veterans Tax CreditRSA 72:28-b $100 6 $600
Combat Service Tax Credit RSA 72:28-c $0 0 $0
141 $29,700
Has the municipality adopted Community Tax Relief Incentive? (RSA 79-E)
Granted/Adopted? Yes Structures: 2
Has the municipality adopted Taxation of Certain Chartered Public School Facilities? (RSA 79-H)
Granted/Adopted? No Properties:
Has the municipality adopted Taxation of Qualifying Historic Buildings? (RSA 79-G)
Granted/Adopted? No Properties:
Has the municipality adopted the optional commercial and industrial construction exemption? (RSA 72:76-78 or RSA 
72:80-83)
Granted/Adopted? Yes Properties: 1
Percent of assessed value attributable to new construction to be exempted: 1
Total Exemption Granted: $230,600
Has the municipality granted any credits under the low-income housing tax credit tax program? (RSA 75:1-a)
Granted/Adopted? No Properties:
Assessed value prior to effective date of RSA 75:1-a:
Current Assessed Value:














First-time Filers Granted Elderly 





Total Number of Individuals Granted Elderly Exemptions for the Current Tax 
Year and Total Number of Exemptions Granted
Age Number Amount Maximum Total
65-74 1 $20,000 $20,000 $15,900
75-79 1 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000















Current Use RSA 79-A Total Acres Valuation
Farm Land 4,280.94 $1,197,600
Forest Land 11,517.76 $650,979
Forest Land with Documented Stewardship 8,126.67 $302,121
Unproductive Land 351.20 $7,508
Wet Land 401.96 $8,625
24,678.53 $2,166,833
Other Current Use Statistics
Total Number of Acres Receiving 20% Rec. Adjustment Acres: 9,609.45
Total Number of Acres Removed from Current Use During Current Tax Year Acres:
Total Number of Owners in Current Use Owners: 333
Total Number of Parcels in Current Use Parcels: 648
Land Use Change Tax
Gross Monies Received for Calendar Year $0
Conservation Allocation Percentage: 10.00% Dollar Amount: $0
Monies to Conservation Fund $0
Monies to General Fund $0
Conservation Restriction Assessment Report RSA 79-B Acres Valuation
Farm Land 0.00 $0
Forest Land 1.25 $206
Forest Land with Documented Stewardship 0.00 $0
Unproductive Land 0.00 $0
Wet Land 0.00 $0
1.25 $206
Other Conservation Restriction Assessment Statistics
Total Number of Acres Receiving 20% Rec. Adjustment Acres: 0.00
Total Number of Acres Removed from Conservation Restriction During Current Tax Year Acres:
Owners in Conservation Restriction Owners: 1
Parcels in Conservation Restriction Parcels: 1







Discretionary Easements RSA 79-C Acres Owners Assessed Valuation
0.00 0 $0
Taxation of Farm Structures and Land Under Farm Structures RSA 79-F
Number Granted Structures Acres Land Valuation Structure Valuation
0 0 0.00 $0 $0
Discretionary Preservation Easements RSA 79-D
Owners Structures Acres Land Valuation Structure Valuation
3 10 1.01 $8,700 $26,252
Map Lot Block % Description
000R27 000002 000000 25 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R27 000002 000000 25 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000P10 000067 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000P10 000067 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
000R16 000048 000000 75 79-D HISTORIC BARN
Tax Increment Financing District Date Original Unretained Retained Current
This municipality has no TIF districts.
Revenues Received from Payments in Lieu of Tax Revenue Acres
State and Federal Forest Land, Recreational and/or land from MS-434, account 3356 and 3357 $0.00 516.30
White Mountain National Forest only, account 3186 $4,528.00 1,601.00
Payments in Lieu of Tax from Renewable Generation Facilities (RSA 72:74) Amount
This municipality has not adopted RSA 72:74 or has no applicable PILT sources.
Other Sources of Payments in Lieu of Taxes (MS-434 Account 3186) Amount
MCKEE INN LIMITED PARTNER $35,000
WEEKS HOSPITAL $19,500
SNHS MANAGEMENT CORPORATI $18,000
TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION $2,500
$75,000
Notes








Enterprise Funds and Current Year Bonds $1,097,152
General Fund Operating Expenses $10,781,962
Final Overlay $64,523
DRA has provided a reference range of fund balance retention amounts below. Please utilize these ranges in the 
determination of the adequacy of your municipality s unrestricted fund balance, as currently defined in GASB Statement 
54.  Retention amounts, as part of the municipality s stabilization fund policy [1], should be assessed dependent upon 
your governments own long-term forecasts and special circumstances.  Please note that current best practices published 
by GFOA recommend, at a minimum, that general purpose governments, regardless of size, maintain unrestricted 
fund balance in their general fund of no less than two months of regular general fund operating revenues or regular 
general fund operating expenditures.
[1] The National Advisory Council on State and Local Budgeting (NACSLB), (1998), , pg. 17.
[2] Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), (2009), .
[3] Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), (2011), 
2020 Fund Balance Retention Guidelines: Lancaster
Description Amount






Jurisdiction Tax Effort Valuation Tax Rate
Total $0 $0.00
Municipal Tax Rate Calculation
Jurisdiction Tax Effort Valuation Tax Rate
Municipal $2,719,176 $278,959,739 $9.73
County $1,307,836 $279,190,339 $4.68
Local Education $2,353,497 $278,959,739 $8.44
State Education $496,909 $263,449,139 $1.89
Total $6,877,418 $24.74
Village Tax Rate Calculation
Tax Commitment Calculation
Total Municipal Tax Effort $6,877,418
War Service Credits ($29,700)
Village District Tax Effort $0
Total Property Tax Commitment $6,847,718
James P. Gerry
Director of Municipal and Property Division






Net Revenues (Not Including Fund Balance) ($4,558,035)
Fund Balance Voted Surplus ($537,884)
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes $0
War Service Credits $29,700
Special Adjustment $0
Actual Overlay Used $64,523
Net Required Local Tax Effort $2,719,176
County Apportionment
Description Appropriation Revenue
Net County Apportionment $1,307,836
Net Required County Tax Effort $1,307,836
Education
Description Appropriation Revenue
Net Local School Appropriations $0
Valuation
Municipal (MS-1)
Description Current Year Prior Year
Total Assessment Valuation with Utilities $279,190,339 $275,494,792
Total Assessment Valuation without Utilities $263,449,139 $260,873,992
Commercial/Industrial Construction Exemption $230,600 $0
Total Assessment Valuation with Utilities, Less Commercial/Industrial Construction Exemption $278,959,739 $275,494,792
Village (MS-1V)
Description Current Year
Net Cooperative School Appropriations $6,950,090
Net Education Grant ($4,099,684)
Locally Retained State Education Tax ($496,909)
Net Required Local Education Tax Effort $2,353,497
State Education Tax $496,909
State Education Tax Not Retained $0
Net Required State Education Tax Effort $496,909
38
39









































































































































































































































































SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY 
MAP/LOT DESCRIPTION 
P11-003 Town Hall, 25 Main Street 
 Fire Station, 10 Mechanic Street 
 Highway Garage, 16-18 Mechanic Street 
P11-031 Police Station, 11 Mechanic Street 
P11-026 Lancaster EMS Building, 19 Mechanic Street 
P06-082 Weeks Memorial Library, 128 Main Street 
R13-063 Water Treatment Plant, 300 Pleasant Valley Road 
P06-051 Col. Town Recreation, 16 High Street 
R13-031 Col. Town Community Camp, 38 Community Camp Road 
R09-068 Transfer Station, 121 Water Street 
 Main Pump Station, 60 Heath Street 
R09-065 Lagoons & Chlorine Building, 140 & 150 Water Street 
R10-065 Salt Shed & Reservoir, 106 Prospect Street 
R01-019 Water Tank, Industrial Park Road 
R01-017 Pump Station, 673 Main Street 
P01-004 Pump Station, 458 Main Street 
P07-070 Pump Station, 55-59 Middle Street 
R11-055 Pump Station, 55 Grange Road 
 Pump Station, North Road 
 Pump Station, Indian Brook, Summer Street 
P06-043 Wilder Cemetery, Main Street 
P06-070 Summer Street Cemetery, 89 Summer Street 
R28-004 Martin Meadow Pond Cemetery, Martin Meadow Pond Road 
P06-001 Centennial Park, Main Street 
P06-048 Cross Park, Main Street 
P11-035 Soldier Park, Main Street 
P07-085 Drew Park, 109 Main Street 
P07-004 Municipal Parking Lot, Main Street 
P07-120 Municipal Parking Lot, Bunker Hill Street 
P05-058 Summer Street Cemetery Entrance 
P07-005 Welcome Center, 25 Park Street 
P07-019 Fire Museum, 30 Park Street 
P12-023 Riverside Drive (Ice Retention Dam) 
P14-028 Holton Park 
P14-029 Holton Park 
R01-015 Industrial Park 
R01-048 Pines, Main Street 
R04-006 Island in Israel River 
R04-008 Main Street – B&M RR 
R04-034 School Street, behind Courthouse 
R05-001 Town Forest, Causeway Street 
R10-032 Riverside Drive 
R11-056 Grange Road 
R26-027 111 Martin Meadow Pond Boat Access 
P06-071 Summer Street (Cemetery) 
P14-037 Holton Park 
R12-001 Pleasant Valley Road 













NON-PARTISAN BALLOT  
TOWN OF LANCASTER, N.H. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 2021 
 
SELECTMAN: 
3 years.  Vote for not more than one. 
Rob Christie___________________________ 
Troy Merner___________________________ 
  _____________________________________ 
 
 
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS: 
  3 years.  Vote for not more than one 
     Michelle McVetty______________________ 
_____________________________________ 
 
      
LIBRARY TRUSTEE: 
  3 years.  Vote for not more than one. 










EMMONS SMITH FUND: 
 3 years.  Vote for not more than one. 
    Michael W. Nadeau_____________________ 
   ______________________________________ 
 
BUDGET COMMITTEE: 

















COL. TOWN SPENDING COMMITTEE: 
     3 years.  Vote for not more than three. 
         Leo Breault__________________________ 





INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER 
To vote, fill in the square(s) completely next to your choice(s), like this:   
Write-In:  To vote for a write-in candidate, write the person’s name on the line provided and 
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The inhabitants of the Town of Lancaster in the County of Coos in the state of New Hampshire qualified to vote 
in Town affairs are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, 25 Main Street, in said Lancaster on Tuesday, the 
9th day of March, at Eight o’clock in the forenoon until 7:00 p.m. to act upon Article 1 by written ballot.  The 
business meeting will be held on Saturday, the 13th day of March at Ten o’clock in the forenoon at the 
Lancaster Elementary School, 51 Ice Pond Rd to act upon the remaining articles. 
 
GOVERNING BODY CERTIFICATION 
We certify and attest that on or before February 23, 2021, a true and attested copy of this document was posted 
at the place of meeting and at the Weeks Library, 128 Main Street, Lancaster, New Hampshire, and that an 
original was delivered to the Town Clerk. 
Name Position Signature 
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Article 01 Election of Town Officers 
To choose One (1) Selectman for Three (3) years; One (1) Trustee of Trust Funds for Three (3) 
years; One (1) Library Trustee for Three (3) years; One (1) Cemetery Trustee for Three (3) years; 
One (1) Emmons Smith Fund Committee member for Three (3) years; Two (2) Budget Committee 
members for One (1) year; Three (3) Budget Committee members for Three (3) years; Three (3) 
Colonel Town Spending Committee members for Three (3) years. 
Article 02 Operating Budget 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Million One Hundred Forty-
Six Thousand Six Hundred Thirty-Four Dollars ($7,146,634.00) which represents the operating 
budget.  Said sum does not include any other Warrant Articles. 
Article 03 Appropriate to Capital Reserve Funds 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifteen Thousand 
Dollars ($115,000.00) to be added to the following Capital Reserve Fund accounts previously 
established for the purpose and in the amounts indicated: 
 
     Highway                 $55,000 
     Fire Department     $40,000 
     Police                     $  5,000 
     Library                    $  5,000 
     Cemetery               $10,000 
 
     Total                      $115,000 
 
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee) 
Article 04 Reimburse Industrial Development Fund 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand Four Hundred 
Forty-Eight Dollars ($30,448.00) to be added to the Industrial Development Capital Reserve Fund 
previously established with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. (Recommended 
by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 05 Money received from fundraising & donations 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) to 
be added to the Colonel Town Capital Reserve Fund previously established with said funds to come 
from the unassigned fund balance.  The amount represents monies from donations to Colonel Town 
Recreation. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee) 
Article 06 Establish Dispatch Service Capital Reserve Fund 
To see if the town will vote to establish a Dispatch Services Capital Reserve Fund under the 
provisions of RSA 35:1 for future costs of dispatch service for the town's emergency services (Police, 
Fire and Ambulance) and to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) 
to be placed in this fund with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance.  Further, to 
name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from said fund. (Recommended by the Board of 
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Article 07 Severance Package & accrued vacation 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Six Thousand Dollars 
($76,000.00) for the purpose of paying out a severance package and accrued vacation time with 
said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 08 Masonry work on Town Hall 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars 
($20,000.00) for the purpose of completing the masonry work on the handicap ramp at the town hall 
with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 09 Purchase New Pickup w/Plow & Body 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifteen Thousand 
Dollars ($115,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new 1 1/2 ton pickup truck with plow and body 
for the Highway Department with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 10 Lease/Purchase Sidewalk Plow - 2nd payment 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-Nine Thousand One Hundred 
Twenty-Nine Dollars ($69,129.00) for the second payment on the three year lease/purchase 
agreement entered into in 2020 for a sidewalk plow for the Highway Department with said funds to 
come from the unassigned fund balance.  This lease agreement contains an escape clause. 
Article 11 Purchase New Police Cruiser 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty-Two Thousand Three Hundred 
Ninety-Nine Dollars ($52,399.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new police cruiser with said funds 
to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 12 Purchase Air Cylinders & Hose 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars 
($25,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing 20 air cylinders and fire hose for the Fire Department 
with said funds to come from the unassigned fund balance. 
Article 13 Purchase Cardiac Monitors - 2nd payment 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Five Thousand Dollars 
($35,000.00) for the second payment on the three year lease/purchase agreement entered into in 
2020 for 3 cardiac monitors for the Fire Department with said funds to come from the unassigned 
fund balance.  This lease agreement contains an escape clause. 
Article 14 Purchase Water Meter Radio Transmitters 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixteen Thousand 
Three Hundred Fifty Dollars ($116,350.00) for the purpose of purchasing 895 water meter radio 
transmitters for the Water Department with said funds to come from the Water Enterprise Fund 
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Article 15 Upgrade SCADA system 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thirteen Thousand 
Eight Hundred Ninety Dollars ($113,890.00) for the purpose of upgrading the SCADA system with 
said funds to come from the Water Enterprise Fund unassigned fund balance.  The SCADA system 
allows almost all functions of the water treatment plant and water distribution system to be alarmed, 
monitored and adjusted remotely. 
Article 16 Purchase Chemical Feed Pumps 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Seven Hundred 
Thirty-Four Dollars ($12,734.00) for the purpose of purchasing two chemical feed pumps at the water 
treatment facility with said funds to come from the Water Enterprise Fund unassigned fund balance. 
Article 17 Rehabilitate 20 sewer manholes 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars 
($110,000.00) for the purpose of rehabilitating 20 sewer manholes with said funds to come from the 
Sewer Enterprise Fund unassigned fund balance. 
Article 18 Purchase new Sewer Jetter 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety-Four Thousand Five Hundred 
Seventy-Five Dollars ($94,575.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new sewer line jetter machine 
with said funds coming from the Sewer Enterprise Fund unassigned fund balance. 
Article 19 Purchase a new sewer grinder 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Four Thousand Six Hundred 
Thirty-Three Dollars ($24,633.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new sewer grinder for the main 
pump station with said funds to come from the Sewer Enterprise Fund unassigned fund balance. 
Article 20 Water tank at the Intake 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) 
for the purpose of adding a water storage tank at the water plant intake to help with pressure and 
volume to those water users fed directly from the intake with Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($250,000.00) to come from the unassigned fund balance and the remaining Seven Hundred Fifty 
Thousand Dollars ($750,000.00) to come from grant funding.  This special warrant article will be a 
non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the water storage tank is 
completed or by March 9, 2026, whichever is sooner.  (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 
and the Budget Committee) 
Article 21 Northern Human Services/White Mountain Mental Heal 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Nine Hundred 
Twenty-One Dollars ($5,921.00) for the support of Northern Human Services/White Mountain Mental 
Health. 
Article 22 Northern Gateway Chamber of Commerce 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
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Article 23 Caleb Caregivers 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00) 
for the support of the Caleb Caregivers who serves the needs of senior citizens in the community. 
Article 24 Tri County Community Action Program 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Seven Hundred 
Seventy-Five Dollars ($8,775.00) for the support of the Tri-County Community Action programs to 
include Fuel & Electrical Assistance, Weatherization, Transportation, Homeless Intervention and 
Prevention, Guardianship, RSVP, and Workforce programs. 
Article 25 Center for New Beginnings 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
to help support the Center for New Beginnings in Littleton, which provides counseling and mental 
health services to individuals throughout the North Country. 
Article 26 North Country Home Health & Hospice 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventeen Thousand Nine Hundred 
Ninety-One Dollars ($17,991.00) for the support of North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency. 
Article 27 Mt Washington Regional Airport 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Eight Hundred 
Eighty-Two Dollars ($3,882.00) for the Town's share of the operating budget for the Mt Washington 
Regional Airport for the current fiscal year. 
Article 28 Soup Kitchen 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
for the support of the Lancaster Soup Kitchen. 
Article 29 Food Pantry 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
for the support of the Lancaster Food Pantry. 
Article 30 Backpack Program 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Thirty-Four Dollars 
($2,034.00) to assist with the cost of the North Country Weekend Backpack program . 
Article 31 NH North Country Veterans Inc. 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for 
the support of the New Hampshire North Country Veterans Inc. 
Article 32 Androscoggin Valley Home Care 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000.00) 
for the purpose of supporting the clients of Androscoggin Valley Home Care who live in Lancaster. 
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Article 33 Implement video recording and streaming 
To see if the town will take such measures as needed to implement video recording and streaming 
of all public meetings in the Town of Lancaster subject to NH Right-to-Know laws.  Said recordings 
shall be made available within five business days on the town website. (Submitted by petition) 
Article 34 Transact Other Business 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INVENTORY OF MUNICIPAL EQUIPMENT 
 
HIGHWAY 
1965 Joy Compressor 
1985 Eager Beaver Roller SRH300 
1992 Compactor 
1993 Homemade Cold Patch Trailer 
2003 Power Eagle Pressure Washer 
2005 International 7400 Dump Truck 
2005 Exmark Mower 
2009 Sterling L8500 Dump Truck 
2009 Sterling 1½ ton Dump Truck 
2010 Sterling Dump Truck 
2010 John Deere Excavator 
2011 HUDS Trailer 
2013 John Deere Loader/Backhoe 
2014 Wells Cargo Trailer 
2015 John Deere Grader 
2017 Western 4700SF Dump Truck 
2017 Elgin Sweeper 
2017 Chevrolet Pickup 
2019 Prinoth Sidewalk Plow 
2020 John Deere Loader 
         Gravely Mower 
-   5000 Watt Generator 
WATER & SEWER 
1994 Power Jet Sewer Machine 
1994 Trench Box 
1995 Load Rite Trailer 
2000 Mack Dump Truck 
2002 Muffin Auger Monster 
2003 Wells Utility Trailer 
2010 Ingersoll Air Compressor 
2013 Ford F250 Pickup 
2019 GMC 3500 
CEMETERY 
2013 Gravely Mower 
2016 Gravely Mower 
POLICE 
2017 Ford Expedition – Cruiser 
2017 Ford Expedition – Cruiser 
2019 Ford Explorer - Cruiser 
2010 Box Utility Trailer 
 
FIRE DEPARMENT 
1930 Hose Cart 
1934 Maxim Pumper 
1984 Snowcraft Trailer 
1996 Carmate Trailer 
1998 Freightliner Rescue Van 
2002 Polaris 6x6 
2003 Newman Pumper 
2008 Ingersoll Rand Light Tower 
2009 Newman Ladder Truck 
2010 Ford E350 Van Ambulance 
2011 International Tanker 
2011 Look Trailer 
2012 Ford E450 Ambulance 
2013 Ford E450 Ambulance 
2013 Ford Explorer 
2013 HME Pumper 
2016 Ford F250 Pickup 
2017 Ford E350 Ambulance 
2017 Ford Transit Ambulance 
2019 Ford Transit Ambulance 
TRANSFER STATION 
2004 MSW Trash Compactor 
2005 Volvo L50E Wheel Loader 
2010 Bobcat Skidsteer 
2010 Demogrinder 
2010 Glass Pulverizer 
- Box Trailers (13 units) 
- Balers (4) 
- Oil Filter Crusher 
- Waste Oil Furnace 
TOWN OFFICE 
2013 Ford Taurus 
COL. TOWN RECREATION 
1987 Ford Tractor 
2007 Polaris Sportsman 
2010 Exmark Mower 
2010 Kioti CK30 Tractor 
2016 Ford Pickup 




FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020
DETAILED STATEMENT OF REVENUES:
APPROPRIATIONS YEAR-TO-DATE (OVER)
Taxes:
Property Tax -$                      6,817,139.64$      ($6,817,139.64)
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 79,432.00$         84,244.86$            ($4,812.86)
Land Use Change Taxes 1,000.00$            14,100.00$            ($13,100.00)
Yield Taxes 15,000.00$         30,328.17$            ($15,328.17)
Interest & Penalties 85,000.00$         88,278.04$            ($3,278.04)
Excavation Tax 1,000.00$            1,346.81$              ($346.81)
Total Taxes 181,432.00$       7,035,437.52$      (6,854,005.52)$   
Intergovernmental Revenues:
Highway Block Grants 109,830.00$       106,984.21$         2,845.79$             
State Revenue -$                      94,791.86$            ($94,791.86)
Railroad Tax -$                      359.89$                 ($359.89)
Room & Meals Tax 181,189.00$       179,234.79$         1,954.21$             
Total Intergovernmental Revenues 291,019.00$       381,370.75$         (90,351.75)$         
Special Grants for Projects:
LCHIP -$                      200.00$                 (200.00)$               
Police Activities League (PAL) -$                      10,500.00$            ($10,500.00)
Lighting Rebate -$                      5,885.00$              ($5,885.00)
Business Loan Reimbursements -$                      30,447.28$            ($30,447.28)
Col Town Rec--Playground Project 250,000.00$       -$                        $250,000.00
PDG--Community Facilities Grant -$                      17,500.00$            ($17,500.00)
PDG--Cruiser -$                      9,628.88$              ($9,628.88)
Clean Water SRF -$                      25,623.87$            ($25,623.87)
COVID-19 -$                      140,469.16$         ($140,469.16)
Election Grant -$                      3,766.22$              ($3,766.22)
Total Special Grants 250,000.00$       244,020.41$         5,979.59$             
Income from Departments:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 660,690.00$       734,311.50$         ($73,621.50)
Town Clerk Fees 29,310.00$         34,559.93$            ($5,249.93)
Town Office Revenues 2,350.00$            2,048.50$              301.50$                 
Lancaster Conservation Commission 5,500.00$            1,410.00$              4,090.00$             
Planning & Zoning 1,600.00$            2,993.70$              ($1,393.70)
Police Department 6,025.00$            32,113.82$            ($26,088.82)
Police--Lancaster Fair 25,000.00$         -$                        25,000.00$           
EMS/Fire Department 1,150,000.00$    1,212,183.58$      ($62,183.58)
Highways & Streets 100.00$               -$                        100.00$                 
Solid Waste--CD 85,000.00$         105,026.36$         ($20,026.36)
Pay-As-You-Throw Bags 85,950.00$         80,028.50$            5,921.50$             
Water Department 575,278.00$       557,622.43$         17,655.57$           
Sanitation Department 550,178.00$       537,241.04$         12,936.96$           
Lancaster Municipal Cemeteries 25,800.00$         34,301.35$            ($8,501.35)
William D. Weeks Memorial Library 54,904.00$         164,128.87$         ($109,224.87)
Col. Town Spending Committee 361,577.00$       265,038.33$         96,538.67$           
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees Fund 7,200.00$            9,511.05$              ($2,311.05)
5 Cents Cans 9,100.00$            7,603.00$              1,497.00$             
Total Income from Departments 3,635,562.00$   3,780,121.96$      (144,559.96)$       
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Insurance -$                      14,341.03$            ($14,341.03)
Interest 4,000.00$            6,577.37$              ($2,577.37)
Notes & Bonds -$                      -$                        -$                       
Sale of Town Property 2,000.00$            14,592.51$            ($12,592.51)
Sale of Town Equipment 1,000.00$            43,000.00$            (42,000.00)$          
Sale of Town Timber -$                      -$                        -$                       
43
Capital Reserve Funds 109,400.00$       117,781.47$         ($8,381.47)
Total Miscellaneous Revenues 116,400.00$       196,292.38$         (79,892.38)$         
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS & REVENUES 4,474,413.00$   11,637,243.02$   (7,162,830.02)$   
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES:
UNDER
General Government: APPROPRIATIONS YEAR-TO-DATE (OVER)
Executive 94,920.00$         98,170.52$            ($3,250.52)
Election, Registration & Vital 71,445.00$         71,425.56$            19.44$                   
Financial Administration 315,045.00$       286,199.72$         28,845.28$           
Legal Expenses 40,000.00$         16,776.29$            23,223.71$           
Personnel Administration 867,500.00$       754,469.05$         113,030.95$         
EECBC Energy Audits -$                      130.00$                 ($130.00)
Small Business Loans -$                      58,000.00$            ($58,000.00)
SG--Community Energy Program -$                      1,815.00$              ($1,815.00)
SG--RBDG Grant -$                      -$                        -$                       
SG--Open Space Inst. Grant -$                      1,619.43$              ($1,619.43)
SG--Police/Cruiser -$                      17,107.60$            ($17,107.60)
SG--Police/Vests -$                      1,839.20$              ($1,839.20)
SG--Police/PAL -$                      16,150.22$            ($16,150.22)
Planning & Zoning 15,120.00$         11,187.22$            3,932.78$             
General Government Buildings 47,200.00$         39,263.00$            7,937.00$             
Lancaster Municipal Cemeteries 64,989.00$         68,832.91$            ($3,843.91)
Insurance & Bonds 189,917.00$       197,091.55$         ($7,174.55)
Advertising & Regional Association 16,640.00$         16,640.00$            -$                       
Total General Government 1,722,776.00$   1,656,717.27$      66,058.73$           
Public Safety:
Police Department 642,800.00$       582,499.90$         60,300.10$           
Police Department--Lancaster Fair 25,000.00$         -$                        25,000.00$           
EMS/Fire Department 1,039,300.00$    1,104,392.50$      ($65,092.50)
Safety Committee 100.00$               275.00$                 ($175.00)
Total Public Safety 1,707,200.00$   1,687,167.40$      20,032.60$           
Highways & Streets:
Highways & Streets 871,845.00$       815,122.69$         56,722.31$           
Street Lighting 25,000.00$         26,268.90$            ($1,268.90)
Total Highways & Streets 896,845.00$       841,391.59$         55,453.41$           
Solid Waste, Water & Sanitation Departments:
Solid Waste Collection 46,800.00$         46,800.00$            -$                       
Solid Waste--MSW 88,700.00$         89,247.40$            ($547.40)
Solid Waste--CD 234,495.00$       254,137.71$         ($19,642.71)
Water Department 575,278.00$       560,791.71$         14,486.29$           
Sanitation Department 550,178.00$       437,083.72$         113,094.28$         
Total Solid Waste, Water & Sewer Depts 1,495,451.00$   1,388,060.54$      107,390.46$        
Health Administration:
Health Officer & Expenses 900.00$               800.00$                 100.00$                 
Animal Control 600.00$               -$                        600.00$                 
Health Agencies & Hospitals 23,912.00$         23,912.00$            -$                       
Total Health Administration 25,412.00$         24,712.00$           700.00$                
Welfare:
Town Welfare 50,000.00$         30,688.75$            19,311.25$           
Court Appointed Special Advocates 1,000.00$            1,000.00$              -$                       
TCCAP--Energy Services Program 4,600.00$            4,600.00$              -$                       
Caleb Caregivers 4,000.00$            4,000.00$              -$                       
American Red Cross -$                      -$                        -$                       
Tri-Town Public Transit Route 4,000.00$            4,000.00$              -$                       
Senior Wheels Demand Response 4,500.00$            4,500.00$              -$                       
Center of New Beginnings 1,000.00$            1,000.00$              -$                       
Coos Service Link Resource Center 1,820.00$            1,820.00$              -$                       
44
Homeless Interv/Prevtn 1,758.00$            1,758.00$              -$                       
Food Pantry--Lancaster 1,000.00$            1,000.00$              -$                       
Soup Kitchen--Lancaster 1,000.00$            1,000.00$              -$                       
COVID-19 -$                      122,880.08$         ($122,880.08)
Total Welfare 74,678.00$         178,246.83$         (103,568.83)$       
Culture & Recreation:
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees/5 Cents Cans 16,300.00$         19,218.57$            ($2,918.57)
Lancaster Conservation Commission 10,500.00$         10,318.59$            181.41$                 
Skating Rink 5,000.00$            4,845.27$              154.73$                 
Mt. Prospect Ski Club 2,500.00$            -$                        2,500.00$             
Park Maintenance 5,000.00$            6,172.95$              ($1,172.95)
Town Band 2,000.00$            -$                        2,000.00$             
Col Town Spending Committee 454,676.00$       433,798.77$         20,877.23$           
Patriotic Purposes 1,500.00$            -$                        1,500.00$             
Town Events 2,000.00$            -$                        2,000.00$             
Mt. Washington Regional Airport 3,786.00$            3,785.48$              0.52$                     
William D. Weeks Memorial Library 298,860.00$       278,737.43$         20,122.57$           
Total Culture & Recreation 802,122.00$       756,877.06$         45,244.94$           
Debt Service:
Long Term Notes & Bonds (P/I) 21,704.00$         21,704.36$            ($0.36)
Interest--Abatement -$                      179.48$                 ($179.48)
Total Debt Service 21,704.00$         21,883.84$           (179.84)$               
Capital Outlay & Special Projects:
Town Hall Renovations 50,000.00$         63,969.51$            ($13,969.51)
H&S--New Loader 126,000.00$       107,800.00$         18,200.00$           
E/F--New Ambulance 140,000.00$       39,646.49$            100,353.51$         
Col Town Improvements 20,000.00$         20,000.00$            -$                       
Summer Street Project -$                      194.52$                 ($194.52)
H&S--Sidewalk Plow 191,106.00$       69,128.04$            121,977.96$         
Backpack Feeding Program 2,400.00$            -$                        2,400.00$             
Wastewater Master Plan/Asset Managemt -$                      76,009.85$            ($76,009.85)
EMS/Fire--Air Packs 45,000.00$         44,964.00$            36.00$                   
EMS/Fire--Cardiac Monitors 35,000.00$         33,715.68$            1,284.32$             
Col Town Rec--Handicap Ramp -$                      14,500.00$            ($14,500.00)
Col Town Rec--Playground Project 300,000.00$       3,402.00$              296,598.00$         
E/F--Radios\Mobile Equipment 45,000.00$         48,326.40$            ($3,326.40)
H&S--Gradeer Tires 14,400.00$         9,151.20$              5,248.80$             
Engineering Designs 20,000.00$         24,568.25$            ($4,568.25)
Total Capital Outlay & Special Projects 988,906.00$       555,375.94$         433,530.06$        
Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Department 40,000.00$         40,000.00$            -$                       
EMS/Fire Department 20,000.00$         20,000.00$            -$                       
Weeks Memorial Library 5,000.00$            5,000.00$              -$                       
Lancaster Municipal Cemeteries 10,000.00$         10,000.00$            -$                       
Col Town Recreation 9,363.00$            9,363.00$              -$                       
Industrial Development 28,819.00$         28,819.00$            -$                       
Total Capital Reserve Funds 113,182.00$       113,182.00$         -$                       
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES 7,848,276.00$   7,223,614.47$      624,661.53$        
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TOWN OF LANCASTER, NH
Treasurer's Report
December 31, 2020
ACCOUNT BALANCES  01.01.2020
General Fund 315,508.56
ICS Account 2,995,422.90
MBIA General Fund 1,264.80
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees 14,470.25
Municipal Cemeteries 49,359.56
Municipal Cemeteries Equipment 2,690.79
Payroll Account 29,286.06
Police Activities Fund 1,853.31
Electronic Payment Account 500.00




MBIA General Fund 7.91
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees 9,599.55
Municipal Cemeteries 37,006.50
Municipal Cemeteries Equipment 2,694.10
Payroll Account 3,226,691.33
Police Activities Fund 0.00
Electronic Payment Account 574,488.56




MBIA General Fund 0.00
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees 19,218.57
Municipal Cemeteries 2,707.79
Municipal Cemeteries Equipment 2,693.46
Payroll Account 3,250,138.44
Police Activities Fund 0.00
Electronic Payment Account 574,488.56
TOTAL EXPENDITURES/TRANSFERS  2020 $27,288,343.95
ACCOUNT BALANCES   12.31.2020 $3,335,744.56
ACCOUNT BALANCES  01.01.2021
General Fund 213,530.41
ICS Account 3,021,548.25
MBIA General Fund 1,272.71
Motor Vehicle Waste Fees 4,851.23
Municipal Cemeteries 83,658.27
Municipal Cemeteries Equipment 2,691.43
Payroll Account 5,838.95
Police Activities Fund 1,853.31
Electronic Payment Account 500.00
Respectfully Submitted,
Jean E Oleson, Treasurer
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WATER FILTRATION PLANT 2.0386 percent
Amount of Original Note $2,000,000.00
Payable to:  New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank
Maturities Principal Interest
February 2021 $87,000.00 $9,325.00
August 2021 $7,150.00
February 2022 $91,000.00 $7,150.00
August 2022 $4,875.00
February 2023 $96,000.00 $4,875.00
August 2023 $2,475.00
February 2024 $99,000.00 $2,475.00
$373,000.00 $38,325.00
WILLIAM D. WEEKS MEMORIAL LIBRARY 2.4986 percent
Amount of Original Note $650,000.00
Payable to:  New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank
Maturities Principal Interest
February 2021 $5,100.00
August 2021 $29,000.00 $5,100.00
February 2022 $4,520.00
August 2022 $30,000.00 $4,520.00
February 2023 $3,920.00
August 2023 $31,000.00 $3,920.00
February 2024 $3,145.00
August 2024 $33,000.00 $3,145.00
February 2025 $2,320.00
August 2025 $34,000.00 $2,320.00
February 2026 $1,470.00
August 2026 $36,000.00 $1,470.00
February 2027 $570.00
August 2027 $38,000.00 $570.00
$231,000.00 $42,090.00
STATEMENT OF BOND DEBT
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WATER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT BOND 3.3896 percent
Amount of Original Note $2,460,000.00
Payable to:  New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank
Maturities Principal Interest
February 2021 $37,007.50
August 2021 $70,000.00 $37,007.50
February 2022 $35,607.50
August 2022 $72,000.00 $35,607.50
February 2023 $34,167.50
August 2023 $75,000.00 $34,167.50
February 2024 $32,292.50
August 2024 $79,000.00 $32,292.50
February 2025 $30,317.50
August 2025 $83,000.00 $30,317.50
February 2026 $28,242.50
August 2026 $87,000.00 $28,242.50
February 2027 $26,067.50
August 2027 $91,000.00 $26,067.50
February 2028 $24,702.50
August 2028 $94,000.00 $24,702.50
February 2029 $22,352.50
August 2029 $99,000.00 $22,352.50
February 2030 $19,877.50
August 2030 $104,000.00 $19,877.50
February 2031 $17,277.50
August 2031 $109,000.00 $17,277.50
February 2032 $14,552.50
August 2032 $114,000.00 $14,552.50
February 2033 $12,700.00
August 2033 $118,000.00 $12,700.00
February 2034 $9,750.00
August 2034 $124,000.00 $9,750.00
February 2035 $6,650.00
August 2035 $130,000.00 $6,650.00
February 2036 $3,400.00
August 2036 $136,000.00 $3,400.00
$1,585,000.00 $709,930.00
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STORMWATER SEPARATION PROJECT 2.750 percent
Amount of Original Note $2,975,000.00
Payable to:  USDA
Maturities Principal Interest
June 2021 $40,166.00 $38,255.00
December 2021 $40,718.00 $37,703.00
June 2022 $41,278.00 $37,143.00
December 2022 $41,846.00 $36,575.00
June 2023 $42,421.00 $36,000.00
December 2023 $43,004.00 $35,417.00
June 2024 $43,595.00 $34,826.00
December 2024 $44,195.00 $34,226.00
June 2025 $44,803.00 $33,618.00
December 2025 $45,419.00 $33,002.00
June 2026 $46,043.00 $32,378.00
December 2026 $46,676.00 $31,745.00
June 2027 $47,318.00 $31,103.00
December 2027 $47,969.00 $30,452.00
June 2028 $48,628.00 $29,793.00
December 2028 $49,297.00 $29,124.00
June 2029 $49,975.00 $28,446.00
December 2029 $50,662.00 $27,759.00
June 2030 $51,358.00 $27,063.00
December 2030 $52,065.00 $26,356.00
June 2031 $52,781.00 $25,640.00
December 2031 $53,506.00 $24,915.00
June 2032 $54,242.00 $24,179.00
December 2032 $54,988.00 $23,433.00
June 2033 $55,744.00 $22,677.00
December 2033 $56,510.00 $21,911.00
June 2034 $57,287.00 $21,134.00
December 2034 $58,075.00 $20,346.00
June 2035 $58,874.00 $19,547.00
December 2035 $59,683.00 $18,738.00
June 2036 $60,504.00 $17,917.00
December 2036 $61,336.00 $17,085.00
June 2037 $62,179.00 $16,242.00
December 2037 $63,034.00 $15,387.00
June 2038 $63,901.00 $14,520.00
December 2038 $64,779.00 $13,642.00
June 2039 $65,670.00 $12,751.00
December 2039 $66,573.00 $11,848.00
June 2040 $67,488.00 $10,933.00
December 2040 $68,416.00 $10,005.00
June 2041 $69,357.00 $9,064.00
December 2041 $70,311.00 $8,110.00
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June 2042 $71,278.00 $7,143.00
December 2042 $72,258.00 $6,163.00
June 2043 $73,251.00 $5,170.00
December 2043 $74,258.00 $4,163.00
June 2044 $75,279.00 $3,142.00
December 2044 $76,315.00 $2,106.00
June 2045 $76,884.00 $1,057.00
$2,782,197.00 $1,059,952.00
COL. TOWN POOL 4.09 percent
Amount of Original Note $245,624.34
Payable to:  Passumpsic Savings Bank
Maturities Principal Interest
January 2021 $9,601.47 $1,250.71
July 2021 $9,816.60 $1,035.58
January 2022 $10,001.83 $850.35
July 2022 $10,218.55 $633.63
January 2023 $10,418.74 $433.44





The Town of Lancaster provides assistance to families and individuals with identified and verified 
needs as required by law. 
The Basic Legal Duty 
The basic local welfare duty is described in RSA 165:1, I, which says: 
Whenever a person in any town is poor and unable to support himself, he shall be 
relieved and maintained by the overseers of public welfare of such town, whether or 
not he has a residence there. 
This simple statement imposes substantial responsibilities.  The word “whenever” means there is 
no time limit to the duty to assist.  The word “shall” means that no municipality may treat the 
program as optional, even when the local budget for the task has been fully expended.  The duty 
includes all persons, not just those who can be classed as a “resident.”  The local welfare program 
truly constitutes the “safety net” for all persons in the state of New Hampshire. 
There are a many number of things a person or family may require in order to meet their basic 
needs.  Sometimes, the question becomes:  What must be done today so that this person or family 
has shelter, heat, lights, and food today?  This is different from assistance programs based in federal 
or state helping agencies.  Those programs have specific and limited responsibilities, and they have 
time to process applications.  For example, Medicaid is only a medical assistance program, while 
Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF) is limited to economic assistance.  The local welfare 
official will deal with the full range of needs presented by an individual or a family, and must be 
prepared to respond promptly to those needs. 
The amount spent in 2020 is as follows: 
WELFARE ACCOUNTABILITY 
 
 Rent Food Fuel Medical Electric Other Total 
January $2,034.04 $175.00 $1,145.28 $0.00 $0.00 $1,500.00 $4,854.32 
February $1,389.44 $225.00 $1,654.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,268.94 
March $2,315.00 $130.00 $263.90 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $2,708.90 
April $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,345.00 $1,345.00 
May $1,527.95 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,250.00 $2,777.95 
June $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
July $863.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $206.54 $750.00 $1,819.54 
August $2,674.00 $0.00 $221.16 $0.00 $0.00 $750.00 $3,645.16 
September $289.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $289.00 
October $1,265.00 $0.00 $219.90 $0.00 $0.00 $880.00 $2,364.90 
November $1,785.00 $105.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,890.00 
December $2,495.00 $0.00 $448.42 $0.00 $167.00 $160.00 $3,270.42 
                       Revenue             -$0.00 
       Actual Expenditure          $28,234.13 
The Town of Lancaster attempts to recover the monies whenever possible.  Assisted individuals can 
be required to pay the monies back to the town.  Assisted individuals can be required to participate 
in a workfare program in exchange for the assistance provided. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Edward Samson, Welfare Director 
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REPORT OF LANCASTER POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2020 
Greetings to the Citizens of Lancaster 
The calendar year for 2020 was a busy and hectic one for the Lancaster Police Department.  In 
December Officer John Jefferson, resigned from his fulltime position. Thank-You for your 
dedication and service to the town Officer Jefferson. This left a vacant position in the fulltime 
day to day work schedule.  
Despite the tough times through the pandemic throughout the  year, the Lancaster Police 
Department through the dedication and commitment of our officers both fulltime and part-
time were able to continue to provide quality police coverage to our citizens answering 10,239 
calls for service throughout the year. This is an increase of 2,439 calls from the previous year. 
The department made 150 arrests to include Violations, Misdemeanor and Felony’s and also 
responded to 88 motor vehicle accidents. The department took 190 offense reports. 
The department is vested in training it’s patrol officers in various fields to better serve the great 
community we serve. 
In closing I would like to thank all of my officers, both fulltime and part-time, for their 
commitment and hard work all year long for the department and the community. I would also 
like to express my thanks to my crossing guard, Roger Huntington for his dedication and 
assistance for the school year.  I also want to express my gratitude for the support of the 
Lancaster citizens and I hope that everyone welcomes our new officers into our community. 
Finally, our citizens are our biggest resource in keeping our community safe, so please if you 
notice anything suspicious, please contact the Lancaster Police Department at 603-788-4402 or 
in an emergency situation dial 911. 
It is a pleasure to serve you. 
                                          
Respectfully Submitted, 









Lancaster Fire Department 
25 Main Street 
Lancaster, NH 03584 




The Lancaster Fire Department, like everyone, had a very different year with the arrival of Covid-
19 in March. We continued to face our expected challenges in 2020 along with many new ones 
brought on by the Pandemic. Staffing continues to be an ever increasing challenge. In 2021 we 
are bracing for a new business model designed by the Select Board and Budget Committee to 
modernize our operations for years to come. While the department budget is larger than it ever 
has been we expect revenue to continue to grow. With the additional staffing to support 
operations the revenue should continue to offset the cost to the taxpayer similar to the last few 
years. We have been heavily engaged with public health and Weeks Medical Center to assist in 
administering Covid-19 vaccinations. 
 
We are always seeking volunteers of any interest level. All we ask of prospective volunteers is to 
bring a positive attitude with a desire to help our community. If you are interested in exploring the 
opportunities, I would encourage you to stop by and speak with one of our members.         
  
Lastly we’d like to thank all of the members of the community for their continued support. Your 
support is greatly appreciated as we look to modernize the department and improve the services 






















Years of Service 
 
Chief Flynn – 40 Years 
 
David Flynn – 40 Years 
 
Captain Bates – 20 Years 
 
Derik Crowell – 10 Years 
 
Nick Blodgett – 10 Years 
 
Dan Valdez – 10 Years 
 
Rejeanne Dunn – 10 Years 
 
Alex Kopp – 10 Years 
 
Richard Cotter – 5 Years 
 





REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
2020 
 
2020 turned out to be a unique and busy year! 
Many projects were completed, including the milling and paving of Middle Street; repairing of 
the railroad crossing at Page Hill; replacement of Main Street sidewalks; changing numerous 
culverts; roadside ditching, as well as winter maintenance and various other small tasks. 
As always, I would like to thank my dedicated crew and the taxpayers for making it all happen.  I 
look forward to completing many more projects to improve our town! 
Respectfully submitted, 
Tim Brown, Foreman 
Highway Department 
INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY 
 
December 8, 2005 
 
The Town of Lancaster employs the following inclement weather policy (RSA 231:92-a):  All 
sidewalks in Town will be maintained with the exception of the following: 
 
Depot Street (from Wolcott Street to the end of Depot Street) 






The above sidewalks are not plowed due to width deficiencies or due to low priority use.  Please 
note that sidewalk plowing, clearing, and sanding is the final priority in a storm event.  Therefore, 
sidewalks will be plowed as soon as personnel are available after having cleared all primary and 
secondary roads and streets within Lancaster.  In some cases, sidewalks will not be cleared until 
after a storm event has ended.  Vehicles parked on the sidewalk will be ticketed and/or towed.  
Thank you for your cooperation. 
 




REPORT OF Lancaster Transfer Station and Recycling Center  
2020  
This year was quite a challenge due to the pandemic. There was some good news however, the 
cardboard prices stayed high and we shipped more out than last year. Low grade paper was a problem 
due to contaminates, so we did not bale as much. The household garbage was about the same, but I 
think everyone in the town must have remodeled their homes because we got slammed with demolition 
waste.   
I would like to take a moment to thank Ed Samson, Town Manager, and my fellow employees   Bill 
Brown, Bill Zanes, Mark Wheeler, Carl Chamberlain, Karen Chamberlain, Camille Frenette and all the 
wonderful residents of Lancaster for working with me to make the Transfer Station such a great place to 
work. As I will be retiring on December 31, 2020, this will be my last report. 
 Product  Tons   
#1 Corrugated Card Board  X 240   
#2 News Paper  x 3.5   
#3 Office Paper  X 3.9   
#4 Low Grade & Core Tubes  X 14.35   
#5 Tin Cans  x 9.10   
#6 Alum. Cans & non-ferrous  X 3.7    
#7 Plastic Jugs  x         16.42    
#8 Junk Plastic   X 0   
#9 Tires   60.78   
#10 Scrap Metal   126.10   
#11 Compost   120   
#12 Shingles   0   
#13 Textiles   8.1   
#14 Car Batteries   1.88   
#15 Electronics   12.60   
#16 Used Motor Oil for Heat   4   
               
 





LANCASTER WATER AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES 




Lagoon Wastewater Treatment Facility   
E.P.A.  # NH0100145 
 
Throughout the year 2020 the Lancaster Lagoon Treatment Facility operated 
efficiently, we experienced no major State or E.P.A. violations and continue to discharge 
quality treated wastewater as required by National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) requirements.  In 2020, the Lancaster Wastewater Facility treated and 
discharged 185,200,000 gallons of treated wastewater to the Connecticut River with an 
average discharge rate of 507,397 gallons per day.  The months of March and April 
proved to be the highest effluent flow.   
 
 
Grange Wastewater Treatment Facility 
E.P.A.  #NH0101249 
 
The Grange Wastewater Facility serves 14 residential homes and discharged 
1,098,300 gallons of treated wastewater into Otter Brook with an average discharge rate 
of 3,009 gallons per day (design flow 3,500 gpd), the months of March and April with the 




Lancaster Water Treatment Facility 
E.P.A.  #1291010 
 
In 2020 the Lancaster Water Facility treated 129,179,539 gallons of water with an 
average flow rate of 353,917 gallons per day.  The months of July and August were most 
demanding. The average annual fluoride concentration was 0.71mg/L and average 
chlorine residual was 1.11mg/L.  The Water Facility experienced no water quality 
violations and continues to monitor and test for sources of problems and concerns. We 








Timmy J. Bilodeau 





COLONEL TOWN RECREATION ANNUAL REPORT 
2020 
 
Unprecedented, we have heard it over and over to describe the year 2020 around the world, and it was 
no different here at Colonel Town Recreation.  
2020 started as any other year with the rollover of the 2019-2020 basketball season sponsored by 
Passumpsic Bank. Basketball continued well into February providing players and parents with 
entertainment to get through another long north country winter through participation in tournaments. 
Colonel Town held its first annual Eddie Wood and Family Tournament in January for third and fourth 
grade players, hosting several teams from around the north country. The tournament fun continued with 
the 57th annual Bob Lowe in February for fifth and sixth graders. The Bob Lowe Tournament brought teams 
from the north country and other areas such as Conway and Laconia. Thank you to volunteer basketball 
coaches: Zach Grootenboer, Kyleigh Stewart, Josh Smith, Mark Vincent, Liz McIlveen, Gail McVetty, Julie 
Aldrich and Stacey Dubois! 
 Just as the excitement of basketball tournaments started to die down in early March the news of Covid-
19 started to ramp up. Suddenly the schools were closed and planning for spring programs and activities 
began to slow down. Senior Exercise paused due to health and safety concerns, Safe Haven opened on an 
emergency basis, providing childcare and remote learning for children of local healthcare workers. The 
opening was to allow healthcare workers to remain working in a time where so much was unknown and 
in what would become a year made for our history books. Safe Haven staff members provided the children 
with the ability to meet with their teachers and classmates remotely, complete their work, and perform 
hands on projects such as constructing a boat and a parachute egg drop. The gym provided the children 
with space to participate in physical education and they went outside for walks and playground time as 
much as possible, while their parents prepared for the worst-case scenario at the hospital.  
A couple of events were squeezed in before the start of the pandemic. The Father-Daughter Dance was 
held in early February. The dancers carb’d up with a penne pasta meal and delicious cupcakes made by 
Torta. Then they danced their energy off with the help of DJ, AJ Brown. Precious Moments photography 
took pictures of daughters and their fathers, and the day was a success!  Grades 1-4 wrestling was led 
once again by Scott Kleinschrodt. Scott did a great job, and this program is something that the young 
wrestlers look forward to each year.  
As March came, the times started to feel uncertain, but that did not stop one of our long-standing 
sponsors. The Lancaster Rotary hoped for the best as they donated funding for hundreds of Easter eggs 
and candy with their fingers crossed that an Easter event would be able to take place. As Easter 
approached our wishes did not come true as the annual in person events were cancelled. What would be 
one of the first of many creative alternatives was introduced, virtual events. Local businesses and 
residents put paper Easter eggs up in their windows for families to drive around and find. Over 200 eggs 
were put around Lancaster including Country Village Nursing Home, displaying eggs in their residents’ 
windows. Families enjoyed searching for the eggs and reporting back how many they could find. 
Eventually planning for baseball and softball resumed, and the season started in early July. Colonel Town 
hosted the season and had 5 major league baseball teams, 3 rookie teams, and 2 softball teams. The 
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season could not have happened without the sponsors and coaches. Thank you to Trividia, Geo. M. 
Stevens, Lancaster Rotary, VFW, Fitch Fuel, Strike Zone, Hick’s Logging and Shippee Eye Care! A huge thank 
you to volunteer coaches Derek and Lindsey Foss, Paul LaDuke, Josh Smith, Chris Foss, Jeremiah Lawson, 
Ed Samson, Chris McVetty, Steve Dowse, Ryan McLaughlin, Forrest Hicks, Katlyn Coulter and Kristen Foss.  
Safe Haven opened for more children in June just as summer was beginning. As with everything else, it 
looked vastly different than ever, with temperature checks upon arrival and enhanced cleaning protocol. 
Instead of three groups children were divided into five groups and spread out throughout the community 
house. An exercise room downstairs was emptied out to provide more space for Safe Haven groups. 
Summer school was remote and children who attended Safe Haven were able to participate in summer 
learning with support from staff and their remote summer school teachers. The NH food bank used 
Colonel Town as a free lunch distribution site and kids who attended Safe Haven were able to receive a 
free lunch through that program. By summer, everyone was getting used to thinking creatively in order 
to keep the children busy. The children were unable to take field trips this year and the pool had a delayed 
opening therefore, the slip n’ slide and sprinkler became a fun past time for the kids. We would like to 
thank Ronnie Buckman who visited from Weeks library, providing programing for the kids once a week at 
Colonel Town. Ronnie did a great job putting together crafts and stories, and the children looked forward 
to her coming each week.  Additionally, Bookmobile (Believe In Books Literacy Foundation) stopped in on 
Thursday mornings to provide free books to children and adults. The children also enjoyed going to the 
Rialto for a free movie once a week and getting ice cream on Fridays.  
Jackie Schanlaber led a gymnastics camp over the summer. She did a great job in modifying the camp to 
keep with social distancing practices, and the little gymnasts enjoyed learning new skills throughout the 
week. Also, over the summer Paul Hogan brought Shooter’s Gold Basketball camp to us, using our outside 
basketball court. Basketball players in first through sixth grade participated. We also had 30 participants 
in a weeklong soccer camp, led by Kevin Schanlaber.  
As fall came, so did more activities with Covid-19 modifications. Gymnast of 12 years, Camille Marceau, 
took on the leadership role of gymnastics, running a 7-week program from September into November.  
Camille led the group of sixteen to hone their skills in all three events: bars, beams, and floor work. A new 
program was introduced this fall, Imagination Theater, for ages 7 to 12. The program was led by Jillyan 
Newell and was intended to be a 10-week program where the participants would craft their costumes, 
develop their own characters, and put it together in a show for their families. The program had a 
successful start but was paused due to increasing active cases of Covid-19 and is scheduled to begin again 
in the spring.  
Senior Exercise leader, Kelley Brooks, moved out of state therefore, she did not come back this year. Kelley 
was a wonderful leader and friend to the seniors who attended her class and will always be missed dearly. 
With big shoes to fill, Jackie Schanlaber stepped into the position and began planning out the program for 
a September start. Like everything else, once Senior Exercise began again in September it looked a bit 
different than it had in the past. Jackie led class on Mondays and Fridays and Fran Gesel and Megan led 
the class on Wednesdays, which was a split class of half walking and half strength exercises. It has since 
paused again and will pick up where it left off when active cases in Lancaster go down. 
We had 177 participants across our soccer programs. The season began with in house soccer in late 
August. Third through sixth graders were split into four teams within their grade levels and played games 
against each other one night a week, and skills and drills were on another night. Second graders had their 
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own practice time. Kindergarten and first graders were split up into their own practice and Start Smart 
was held on Saturday mornings. Travel team for third through sixth graders began later in the season and 
was limited to playing three other towns. The players missed the competitive tournaments and playing 
various teams from NH and VT, but regardless, were happy to be able to be out on the field playing. Thank 
you to our soccer sponsors: Fitch Fuel, Woodsville Guaranty Bank, Northern Roots Yoga, Jeremie Kenison 
Custom Tile, M. Riley and Son Builder and Shippee Eye Care! We would also like to thank our volunteers: 
Maeve Cyr, Lauren Scott, Autie Hamilton, Mark Vincent, Aaryn Ford, Josh Smith, Ashlyn Rideout, Chris 
McVetty, Tricia Koxarakis, Gail McVetty, Len Harden, Candra Hicks and Charelle Lucas. 
Window painting for third through sixth grade took place this year with the modifications of wearing 
masks and spreading out as much as possible. The children love making the businesses in town festive 
with their paintings. Thank you to McDonalds and the Rialto Theater for providing prizes for the painters. 
The competition was strong, and we could tell that the painters put a lot of thought and effort into their 
artwork!  
Planned in person Halloween events were cancelled due to rising active cases of Covid-19 in the county, 
but a virtual pumpkin decorating and costume contest took place with the help of Facebook.  There were 
many participants of various ages. Everyone did a great job on their costumes and pumpkins and eight 
prizes were given out! Thank you to McDonald’s for sponsoring the prizes for these events! 
The Mother-Son Movie Night was held in November and featured the animated movie by Blue Sky Studios, 
Spies in Disguise. The gym was setup to look like a theater with a carpet down the center making an aisle 
and lights setup around it. Chairs were set up by twos with each pair distanced from the others. Agent 
Jack Watson 05 (Eli), greeted the junior spies at the door. Junior Spies and their assets (mothers) gained 
top secret access to the movie once they passed the temperature test. Spies were fueled with pizza, boxes 
of adrenaline (juice), and various spy themed snacks. Each junior spy left with a goodie bag full of spy 
accessories such as mustaches, notebooks, and secret coded messages.  
The 2020-2021 basketball season started in November with the in-house league. There were 3 third and 
fourth grade boys’ teams, 3 girls’ fourth through sixth grade teams, and 2 fifth and sixth grade boys’ teams. 
Thank you to Passumpsic Bank for sponsoring the teams! We had several volunteer coaches: Julie Aldrich, 
Stacey Dubois, Mark Vincent, Len Harden, Gail McVetty, Elizabeth McIlveen, Josh Smith, Mike and Kristy 
Kenison, Ashlyn Rideout, Kerry Pelletier, and Ben Hickey. Thank you all! 
Christmas time came and more virtual activities were provided with a Christmas house contest where 
participants were challenged to make a Christmas structure using edible ingredients and encouraged to 
get creative with their theme. We also had a visit from a giant elf, named Sid. He made appearances 
throughout the town for children to find on their way to school in the morning. We are thankful to the 
local businesses and Lancaster residents who graciously hosted him and treated him like family! He flew 
back to the North Pole on Christmas Eve and we look forward to his return next Christmas season.  
Over Christmas vacation Dust Off Yoga provided a Reindeer Bootcamp class where the kids learned 
different poses, breathing techniques, and ended with an obstacle course and hot cocoa. This activity was 
an opportunity for the children to try something new, and we hope to have more children’s yoga classes 
in the future.   
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The Colonel Town maintenance department did not slow down and kept themselves busy throughout the 
year. The community house kitchen was repainted, Safe Haven received fresh paint, one of the locker 
rooms was repainted, the stage was given a face lift with new paint and the ceiling on the stage was 
reattached and painted, the pool house was also repainted, two new toilets were installed; one in a locker 
room and one in a bathroom in the community house off of the parlor, and a new sink was put in one of 
the locker rooms. Additional maintenance items were completed including a new soccer shack, two main 
doors to the community house were replaced and crossbars were added, all of the buildings were rekeyed, 
the gym floor was refinished, the ramp was torn down and re-construction has begun, and the kitchen 
was completed in the apartment.  
The community camp also saw improvements with replacements of a toilet, faucet, a couple of the grill 
sites received new rooves, and the playground equipment was repainted. The camp was used on most 
weekends throughout the summer and fall. The boy scout troops continue to use it, as well as several 
families for family reunions, weddings, birthday parties, and other events. We hope to see more people 
use it when the pandemic slows down and we will be doing additional repairs out there this year including 
new signage and brick work to grill sites. 
We would also like to acknowledge that we had several high school volunteers throughout the year and 
parents working in the snack bar or donating items. Your time is appreciated! With that said, we would 
like to express one more, big thank you to the many volunteers and sponsors who are essential to Colonel 
Town programs, activities and events! We thank our staff who have stayed dedicated to serving the 
community through their work at Colonel Town, volunteers who keep the programs going, the local 
businesses who sponsor the programs and events, and the Spending Committee who consisted of Chris 
Foss, Aaryn Ford, Leo Breault, Mandy Scott, Liz McIlveen, Nicole Samson, Gail McVetty, Emalie Colborn, 
Charelle Lucas, and Jean Beland who kindly stepped in for Chris Foss after he resigned due to moving out 
of town.  
Although the year was unprecedented and some activities were left unfinished, Colonel Town staff and 
volunteers never gave up. They were relentless with planning programs and activities, knowing that 
events could be cancelled at the last minute due to the pandemic. They found a way to get creative, keep 
an open mind and modify where they could.  
Respectfully Submitted, 
Eli and Megan Vincent 
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Report to the Citizens of Lancaster, Beneficiaries of the Col. Francis L. Town Trust: 
 
The Trust’s market value as of 12/31/2019 was $4,455,063.42.  As of 12/31/2020, the total market value of the 
Trust was $5,008,747.67.  This is the first time the Trust has ended a year at over $5 million.  The increase in 
the market value of the Trust for 2020 was 12.43%, reflecting the calculated distribution, less expenses having 
been distributed to Colonel Town Spending Committee during the year.  As of 12/31/20, the Trust’s portfolio is 
balanced at 69.6% Equities; 26.3% Fixed Income; and 4.1% Cash. 
 
2020 represented the second year the Colonel Town Trust operated as a Unitrust as allowed under NH State 
Law.  Income disbursed to Colonel Town in 2020 totaled $165,069.84 as calculated.  We use a rolling average 
of the ending market value of the previous 3 years and distribute 4% of that average during the following year.  
So based on the ending market value, the distribution in 2021 will increase to $176,677.47.  Looking at the 
income disbursed since 2016, it is clear switching to the UniTrust model has benefited Colonel Town:  2016 = 
$132,177.75, 2017 = $131,734.98, 2018 = $133,966.44, and 2019 = $158,436.12.  Expenses taken from the 
account in 2020 were as follows:  $15,804.88 for the Passumpsic Financial Advisors management fee of .35% 
of assets; $107.07 foreign taxes withheld; $1,164.81 in amortization of premium bonds; premium on insurance 
bond of $400.00; NH State Filing Fee of $75.00; and Probate Court cost of $85.00.  The Probate filing will be 
completed by Passumpsic Financial Advisors as part of their management agreement with the Trust.   
   
In August of 2015, Passumpsic Financial Advisors agreed on a reduced asset based management fee of .35% of 
assets, locked in for 10 years.  The management fees totaled $15,804.88 in 2020, $14,732.13 in 2019, 
$13,827.35 in 2018, $14,056.80 in 2017, $13,627.10 in 2016, $15,355.06 in 2015, $15,620.63 in 2014, 
$13,768.58 in 2013, $12,199.99 in 2012, $10,693.66, in 2011, and $9243.73 in 2010. 
 
The Investment Committee is very pleased with the performance of the account and how switching to the 
Unitrust has benefited Colonel Town.  We had hoped to accomplish two main objectives, increase the amount 
of funds for Colonel Town while also growing the account over time.  So far, we have succeeded on both 
counts.  And even if the market correction happens, the rolling 3 year average will help lower the pain and in 
the long run, we will continue to accomplish our two main goals. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF LANCASTER UNDER WILL OF FRANCIS L. TOWN 
(COLONEL TOWN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE) 
 












The Trustees of the Lancaster Municipal Cemeteries oversee and maintain six cemeteries:  
Summer Street Cemetery (located across from the Col. Town field and at the end of Cemetery 
Street), Wilder Cemetery on Main Street (on the hill between the Methodist and Christian 
Science Churches), #10 Cemetery (located on Martin Meadow Pond Road), Marden Cemetery 
(located on North Road), a one-person lot (located on South Lancaster Road, and Wentworth 
Cemetery (located on Pleasant Valley Road). 
Roger Emery, Jr., Supervisor and his assistant, Charles Ball did an excellent job in maintaining all 
of the above cemeteries.  We would like to take this opportunity to show our appreciation by 
thanking them for a job well done.  They also did some work on the fencing at #10 Cemetery on 
Martin Meadow Pond Road. 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Cory Costello and his crew from Classen’s Tree 
Service in Thornton, NH for fantastic job they did in removing the two pine trees at Wilder 
Cemetery and several trees at Summer Street Cemetery this past summer.  A tree was taken 
down in the back of Geo. M. Stevens & Son Company on the bank of Wilder Cemetery the past 
fall.  Josh Rivard of Rivard Tree & Landscape in Lancaster, NH did a great job taken it down.  We 
would like to thank him as well.   
At any time, if anyone should happen to see someone doing any inappropriate things, please 
call one of the Cemetery Trustees listed below, or report the incident to the Lancaster Police 
Department immediately.  We would greatly appreciate it. 
As a reminder, every year, we usually request that the people remove the faded ornaments, 
dead flowers or plants, and other lawn decorations by May 1st in preparation for the clean-up 
for Memorial Day and the summer months.  It certainly would be very helpful to have them 
removed in the fall as well by end of September.  
 Dogs are generally not allowed at any of the cemeteries unless the owner of the dog is granted 
permission by the Trustees upon requests.  We now requested that only one small solar light be 
allowed on each purchased lot, not higher than a foot.  Rules and Regulations are available 
upon requests. 
We have received many favorable comments about the condition of the cemeteries.  We, as 
the committee, are proud of our cemeteries.  We welcome any ideas and comments you may 
have, whether they are good or bad.  And we also welcome any donation of flowers, bulbs, 




Cemetery Trustees— Michael Nadeau, Linda Hutchins and Douglas Blanchette. 
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REPORT OF WILLIAM D. WEEKS MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
2020 
2020 was an unusual year for everyone.  The pandemic certainly changed the way the library 
operates at least for the time being.  In March, the doors were closed although curbside or 
entryway pick up of requested materials continued.  In June, the doors were opened for day time 
hours, allowing people to come in to select their materials only.  Finally, in September the library 
resumed its regular hours but still with restrictions.  No loitering or gathering, no computers, no 
bathrooms or water fountains, and masks required, and that is the way 2021 begins.  Youth 
services librarian Ronnie Buckman provided on-line story hours and wonder play programs, and 
if weather permitted she held these live outside.  She also prepared weekly grab-and-go crafts 
which could be reserved and picked up at the library.  These programs and crafts will continue 
into 2021 as well, and reservations can be made by e-mailing the library. 
On the plus side, the quieter days enabled library staff to engage in an in-depth cleaning, catch 
up on some interior painting and repairs, and complete an inventory of the 65,000 items in the 
library’s collection. 
The library trustees have been discussing automation of the library’s collection and circulation 
for many years but have rejected it for budgetary reasons.  This year, because of a generous 
bequest, we have been able to implement the process with no extra cost to the town.  Effective 
August 16th, the library’s collection went on-line, a process which was made possible by 
transferring our holdings from the state’s data base into the new system.  Beginning in September 
in what would be a three month process each of the library’s 61,000 circulating items was pulled, 
bar coded, and scanned into the appropriate record in our new on-line system.  A link to the 
library’s catalog is available on our website, weekslib.org, and bar coded patron cards are ready 
for registered members.  Although anyone can search the library’s catalog without signing in, 
there are benefits to having a personal account.  Borrowers can always see what they have out 
and when it is due, and can even renew their materials themselves if they wish.  A reminder that 
Lancaster residents and tax payers as well as students from other communities who attend 
Lancaster schools can receive a free card, and non-residents can purchase a membership for 
themselves or their families for a small fee.  Interlibrary loans will continue as they have in the 
past and will not be part of the new system. 
Our profound thanks go out to the library’s staff who 
went over and beyond by putting in extra hours of 
inventory and bar coding and to the patience of our 
patrons as we begin this new way of doing things. 
We look forward to being able to resume our in-
64
house programming later this year.  As always, we appreciate comments and questions to help 
us improve our service to the community. 
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Permit # Owner Location
20-001 Greg Cloutier Development, LLC 1 Middle Street
20-002 Redmond Thayer 30 Burnside Street
20-003 Joel White 44 Achorn Hill Road
20-004 Richard & Margaret Robinson 20 Kilkenny Street
20-005 Weeks Medical Center 173 Middle Street
20-006 Beverly J. Esson 188 Portland Street
20-007 Cat Bow Farm 130 Weeks Road
20-008 Weeks Medical Center 173 Middle Street
20-009 Stephen Kirkpatrick & Diana Papademas 74 Grange Road
20-010 Mark Keddy 42 Bridge Street
20-011 Racheal Stuart & Kate Hartnett 14 Governor's Terrrace
20-012 Joel White 44 Achorn Hill Road
20-013 Raymond C. & Janet L. Berthiaume 52 Arthur White Road
20-014 Mark & Diane Olson 81 Reed Road
20-015 Guy B. Consoletti 20 High Street
20-016 Lorraine Virge 15 Foss Place
20-017 Nicholas R. Martin 72 Portland Street
20-018 Aubuchon Realty Company, Inc. 15 Bridge Street
20-019 Gary Chamberlain 23 Hartco Avenue
20-020 Diana Gendreau 63 Summer Street
20-021 Kyle van der Laan & Melissa Grella 4 Stone Street
20-022 Stephen Beaton 71 Reed Road
20-023 Tammy Lazott 16 Mayberry Lane
20-024 Jeremy Craigie 10 Lost Nation Road
20-025 Squirrel Away Self Storage 218 Summer Street
20-026 Trividia Health 89 Bridge Street
20-027 John L. Riff, IV 54 Brook Road
20-028 Phyllis Williams 101 Summer Street
20-029 Gage & Reginald Charron 424 North Road
20-030 Doug & Terry Capute 24 Cemetery Street
REPORT OF TOWN OF LANCASTER LAND USE DEPARTMENT 
Building permits are required within the Town of Lancaster whenever any construction will change 
the footprint of your property or any work completed will have total costs of $3,500.00 or over.  This 
process is primarily required to ensure compliance the Town’s land use regulations as any violation, 
whether knowingly or by accident, could require enforcement by the Board of Selectmen and result in 
fines or removal of any improvements made.  It is also important to note that many banks and finance 
companies are researching properties prior to issuing mortgages to ensure no violations are pending 
or forthcoming.  I encourage you to contact the Town’s Land Use Department prior to commencing 
any work on your property so you can be advised of the proper procedure to safeguard your greatest 
investment.  Thank you.                                                                                                                                              
Respectfully submitted,                                                                                                                                                                                         
Benjamin Gaetjens-Oleson, Code Enforcement Officer
2020
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Permit # Owner Location
20-031 Mathew Hawes 4 Fletcher Street
20-032 Thomas J.  Odonnell, Jr. 100 Rowell Road
20-033 Mark Fixter 137 Prospect Street
20-034 Edward Merrow 304 Garland Road
20-035 McDevitt Trucks 19 Bridge Street
20-036 Jon Gainer 49 Summer Street
20-037 Rob Christie 155 Mount Prospect Road
20-038 Travis Gray 111 Elm Street
20-039 Renewal of 
Permit# 19-005 Sustainable Forest Futures 101 Main Street
20-040 Crystal & Brent Shallow 88 Water Street
20-041 Justin Kenison 12 Cemetery Street
20-042 Stephen Zemla 17 Winter Street
20-043 Revision to 
Permit# 20-033 Mark Fixter 137 Prospect Street
20-044 Daan P. Vondell Wesson Road
20-045 Warren C. Bennett 19 Hartco Avenue
20-046 Bruce Pepler 43 Depot Street
20-047 Dave & Terri Peterson 43 Mechanic Street
20-048 Ben Southworth 354 Pleasant Valley Road
20-049 Arlene Dowse 21 Stockwell Road
20-050 Michael Flores 13 Langevin Drive
20-051 Taproot Farm & Environmental Education Center 30 Elm Street
20-052 David & Connie Solon 66 Arthur White Road
20-053 Richard & Ellen Romyns 192 Garland Road
20-054 Guilbert Desrochers 225 Elm Street
20-055 Brad & Valeri Griswold 101 Mount Prospect Road
20-056 Lance & Carolyn Whipple 19 Richardson Street
20-057 Anthony J. Goceliak 102 Wesson Road
20-058 Barbara J. Peaslee-Smith 304 Pleasant Valley Road
20-059 John Tolman 275 North Road
20-060 Alan & Jolene Ball 157 Elm Street
20-061 Verizon Wireless 188 Portland Street
20-062 Revision and 
Renewal of                                             
Permit# 19-035
Dana Southworth Garland Road
20-063 Renewal of 
Permit# 19-032 Petros Hatzigeorgiou 2 Wolcott Street
20-064 Kathy Jean Lavoie 16 Prospect Street
20-065 Tim Howland 103 Portland Street
20-066 Jason Monley Pine Haven Road
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This year the Lancaster Planning Board held hearings on the following cases: 
 
Case# 814 – Aubuchon Realty Company, Inc. – Applicant/Owner requests approval to 
construct a separate, approximately 9,100 square foot commercial building 
on their property that is also home to an existing hardware store.  Additional 
improvements would also be completed; including relocating one 
greenhouse, upgrades to parking area, landscaping and installation of 
stormwater management systems.  A waiver to allow less than the 
recommended parking spaces is also being requested.  Land zoned 
Commercial/Industrial.  (Tax Map R04 – Lot 032 (4.18 acres), 15 Bridge 
Street).  Approved with Conditions Subsequent 03/03/2020.  Notice of 
Decision Recorded CCRD 07/09/2020-Book 1539 Page 0145. 
 
Case# 815 – Squirrel Away Self Storage/dba Pack Rat Self Storage – Applicant 
  requests approval to construct up to three self-storage buildings on slab 
  with no utilities.  The initial building would be 30’ X 160’ with the remaining 
  two approximately 30‘ X 100’.  Stormwater will be managed through an 
  existing grassed swale at the rear of the property and lot grading will be 
  preserved to encourage flow to that system.  The lot will remain a packed 
  gravel surface and access will continue through the open lot frontage to 
  allow for the roadway to drain as it currently does.  An existing 30’ X 53’ 
  pole barn will remain on site for additional storage.  Land Zoned  
  Commercial/Industrial.  (Tax Map P02 Lot 030 (1.0 acre), 218 Summer 
  Street).  Approved with No Conditions 06/10/2020.   Notice of  
  Decision Recorded CCRD 07/09/2020-Book 1539 Page 0147. 
 
Case# 816 – Donald A., Judith & Jeffrey D. Freddette and Robert F. Ladd –  
  Applicants/Owners request a Technical Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment to 
  adjust various lot lines between two abutting parcels off Portland Street in 
  Lancaster with Tax Map R10-Lot 053 receiving approximately 0.42 acres 
  from Tax Map R10-Lot 054.  No new lots to be created.  Land Zoned 
  Residential and Agricultural.  (Tax Map R10-Lot 053 (3.11 acres), 166 
  Portland Street and Tax Map R10-Lot 054 (9.00 acres), 180 Portland 
  Street).  Approved with No Conditions 08/12/2020.   Plan Recorded 
  CCRD  9/29/2020-Plan# 4540.  Notice of Decision Recorded CCRD 
  09/29/2020 Book 1546 Page 0036.  Deed (Ladd to Freddette)  
  Recorded CCRD 9/30/2020-Book 1546 Page 0101. 
 
Case# 817 – Prospect Farm-Lancaster, LLC – Applicant/Owner requests a minor 
  subdivision to divide 1 lot along Mount Prospect Road into 2 lots.  Said 
  minor subdivision will result in one lot totaling approximately 13.03 acres 
  with the remaining lands totaling approximately 242.07 acres.  A request 
  to waive the submission requirement of test pit location and full lot survey 
  will also be considered during the application completeness review.  Land 
  Zoned Agricultural.  (Tax Map R23 – Lot 020 (255.1 acres), Mount  
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  Prospect Road).  Plan Recorded CCRD 9/29/2020-Plan# 4539.  Notice 
  of Decision Recorded CCRD 09/29/2020-Book 1546 Page 0034. 
 
The Planning Board consists of 6 full members and 5 alternates as well as a 
Selectboard representative, their alternate and Student Representatives.  All members 
are volunteers appointed by the Board of Selectmen.  Members not only attend their 
monthly meetings but many also took part in the Planning & Zoning conference put on 
by the NH Office of Strategic Initiatives and received in-house trainings during regular 
public meetings. 
The Planning Board meets the 2nd Wednesday of each month at 6:30 p.m. in the Town 
Hall unless otherwise scheduled.  Deadline for submission of an application is 20 days 
prior to the meeting date.  If you are interested in serving on the Planning Board please 





Andy Nadeau, Chairman   Leo J. Enos, Selectmen’s Rep Alternate 
Justin Carter, Vice Chairman  Donald Doolan, Alternate 
Mark M.E. Frank    Greg Westcott, Alternate 
Mark M. St. Pierre    Vickie Gibbs, Alternate 
Rusty Scott     Maggie Jones, Alternate 
Penny Noyes    Sandra Doolan, Clerk   
Leon Rideout, Selectmen’s Rep   
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TOWN REPORT FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
2020 
 
As would be expected, Lancaster’s Emergency Management Department remained very busy 
responding to the COVID19 pandemic.  The long-term event is unlike any other the department 
has responded to in the past.  Most emergencies are short-lived with a swift and immediate 
response yet the pandemic has demanded our attention for almost 12 months with several 
more, at a minimum, remaining.  That being said, we have stayed active and vigilant in our 
response throughout the region and shall continue as long as necessary. 
 
Some of the actions we have taken since early March, 2020 are: 
• Partnered with 6 other communities, 3 long-term care facilities, 2 school districts and 
the local hospital to establish a unified command; 
• Helped facilitate PPE distribution throughout the region; 
• Held incident command meetings twice a day for the first few months, now being held 
twice a week; 
• Advocated for more resources to the region; 
• Organized a regional volunteer recruitment effort-Thank you to all of you that signed 
up, we did not receive the demand expected to require a mass volunteer response; 
• Assisted local businesses with reopening plans; 
• Assisted Weeks Medical Center and the NH Army National Guard to develop surge plans 
for the hospital; 
• Assisted SAU 36 & 58 with their Class of 2020 graduation and 2020/2021 school year 
reopening plans; 
• Have been part of the North Country Public Health Region’s Incident Command team 
since the beginning of the pandemic and many more. 
 
2021 will bring more challenges with vaccination implementation.  Lancaster’s Public Safety 
Officials expect to take a lead role in providing for, at least, the region’s health care workers 
and first responders.  If other resources are needed, we plan to continue to do whatever is 
necessary to ensure the safety of all our residents.  We encourage you all to continue to follow 
the recommended guidelines for safety set forth by local, state and national health officials.  
This selflessness has and will continue to see our community survive this very challenging time. 
 
If people have questions concerning this or any other community-wide emergency you can 
contact me at the Town Office at 603-788-3391 or by email at planning@lancasternh.org.  
Periodic updates are posted on the Town’s website when warranted and time allows. 
 
      Benjamin S. Gaetjens-Oleson 
      Emergency Management Director  
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
In 2020 the Zoning Board of Adjustment met to hear the following cases:  
 
Case# 523 - North Country Charter Academy & CD Cairns Irrevocable Trusts for a Special
 Exception concerning article 5.03, ”Uses Permitted by Special Exception in the
 Commercial/Industrial District”.  North Country Charter Academy seeks special
 exception approval to operate a grades 7 through 12 charter school on property along
 Summer Street in the Commercial/Industrial Zoning District.  Land Zoned
 Commercial/Industrial.  (281 Summer Street, Tax Map P02-Lot 008, 0.39 acres). 
 APPROVED 12/18/2019.  NO CONDITIONS. 
 
Case# 524 - Katherine Hartnett & Racheal Stuart for an Area Variance concerning article
 5.01, “Setbacks in the Residential District”.  Applicants/Owners wish to construct an
 approximate 6’ X 14’ shed closer to the side property line than the required 10’ foot
 required setback.  The proposed shed would be used for the storage of firewood and
 accommodate a roof-mounted solar PV array to provide power to the property.  Lot
 Zoned Residential.  (14 Governors Terrace, Tax Map P10-Lot 034, 0.24 acres). 
 APPROVED 05/27/2019.  NO CONDITIONS. 
 
Case# 525 - Gage and Reginald Charron for a Use Variance concerning article 5.04,
 “Placement of Manufactured Homes in the Agricultural District”.  Applicants/Owners
 wish to place an approximately 27’ X 56’ “double wide” manufactured home on property
 they own to be used as a primary residence.  The home will be connected to water by
 private well and sewer by a State approved septic system.  Said property previously
 housed a RV used seasonally.  Lot Zoned Agricultural.  (424 North Road, Tax Map R18
 Lot 009, 1.39 acres).  APPROVED 06/24/2019.  NO CONDITIONS. 
 
Case# 526 - Douglas S. & Terry A. Capute for an Area Variance concerning article 5.01,
 “Building Setbacks in the Residential District”.  Applicants/Owners wish to construct an
 approximately 24’ X 28’ garage on slab closer to the side property line than allowed. 
 The proposed garage will be no closer than 4 feet from the property line when 10 feet is
 required.  Placement of the structure is to minimize removal of lawn area and extension
 of driveway.  All other setbacks will be met.  Lot Zoned Residential.  (24 Cemetery
 Street, Tax Map P06-Lot 031, 0.19 acres).  APPROVED 06/24/2019.  NO
 CONDITIONS. 
 
Case# 527 - Daan P. Vondell for an Area Variance concerning article 5.04, “Building Setbacks
 in the Agricultural District”.  Applicant/Owner wishes to construct an approximately 16’
 X 24’ post and beam camp/shed with attached 8’ X 24’ covered porch on piers closer to
 the side property line than allowed.  A corner of the proposed camp/shed will be less than
 38’ feet from the property line when 40 feet is required.  Piers were already placed when
 setback issue was revealed.  All other setbacks will be met.  Lot Zoned Agricultural. 




Case# 528 - Anthony J. Goceliak for an Area Variance concerning article 5.04, “Building
 Setbacks in the Agricultural District”.  Applicant/Owner wishes to construct a 24’ X 30’,
 2-car garage on slab approximately 25’ from the front property line (Wesson Road ROW)
 when 50’ is required.  All other setbacks will be met.  Lot Zoned Agricultural.  (102
 Wesson Road, Tax Map R24-Lot 044, 26.5 acres).  APPROVED 10/28/2020.  NO
 CONDITIONS. 
 
Case# 529 - Austin Cassady for an Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements concerning
 article 5.04, “Building Setbacks in the Agricultural District”.  Applicant/Owner
 completed the foundation to a single-family home assuming it met all required setbacks. 
 Owner/Applicant later found the foundation was placed 37’ from the side property line
 when 40’ is required.  All other setbacks have been met.  Lot Zoned Agricultural.  (40
 Buffalo Road, Tax Map R15-Lot 007, 7.03 acres).  APPROVED 10/28/2020.  WITH
 CONDITIONS PRECEDENT. 
 
Case# 530 - Debanne Stone for a Use Variance concerning article 5.02, “Placement of
 Manufactured Homes in the Commercial District”.  Applicant/Owner wishes to receive
 approval to place a single wide manufactured home on property she owns. 
 Applicant/owner is selling the property and wishes to have the option available to any
 new owner if they so desire it.  Lot Zoned Commercial.  (Depot Street, Tax Map P05-Lot
 060, 0.17 acres).  DENIED 12/30/2020. 
 
The Zoning Board continued to operate throughout the year during the COVID19 pandemic 
practicing safety precautions to ensure business could continue while maintaining the safety of 
Board Members and guests.   In addition to the referenced cases the Board also participated in 
various trainings conducted in-house.  The Board consists of five full members and three 
alternates.  All members are volunteers appointed by the Board of Selectmen.  
 
The Zoning Board meets on the last Wednesday of each month, when required, at 6:30 PM in the 
second floor meeting room of the Town Hall.  Deadline for submission of application is 14 days 
prior to the meeting.  If you are interested in serving on the Zoning Board of Adjustment, please 
contact the Town Office at 788-3391.  Your name will be forwarded to the Board of Selectmen. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Richard Bernier, Chairperson   Linda Ogle, Alternate  
Tricia Frenette, Vice Chairperson  Nathan Kenison, Alternate   
Chris McVetty    Donald Freddette, Alternate 
Les Hilton 
Steve Young 




Increase seniors access to healthcare, enhance independent living, and reduce isolation 
primarily through transportation and visitation. 




2020 Annual Town Report 
Caleb Caregivers is a non-profit organization helping enhance independent living for Seniors by offering 
FREE services in the North Country since 1995.  We have an office in the McIntyre School apartments 
with a part-time executive director and a part-time volunteer coordinator.  Through our volunteers, we 
help seniors age 60+ by providing transportation with door-to-door service to and from their desired 
destinations, by making friendly visits with them, by reaching out via reassuring phone calls, and by 
conducting light house and yard work. At this time, we serve 9 towns; Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton, 
Groveton, Jefferson, Dalton, Carroll, Bethlehem, and Stark.  We hope to expand to other towns in the 
future. 
In 2020, despite the many challenges, Caleb volunteers served approximately 125 clients with the help 
of our 60 volunteers. These volunteers have taken approximately 1100 trips, and traveled over 4,000 
miles, helping our seniors stay independent and in their homes. We have more clients than volunteers 
which means we could always use additional volunteers to help provide these services.  
We are grateful for our volunteers who work without complaint, and to the local towns, churches, and 
individuals who help keep our organization running with their generous financial support. 
If you have any questions or would like to be a volunteer, please call us at 837-9179 or email us at 
calebcaregivers@gmail.com. More information about our organization can also be found on Facebook 
@calebcaregiverswhitefield or on our website www.calebcaregivers.org. 
We thank you for your continued support. Without it, Caleb Caregivers would no longer be able to serve 
local Seniors in your community. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




Lancaster Conservation Commission 2020 report 
Busy year, lots of progress!  We managed The Town Forest Timber Harvest Plan for your Selectboard, 
reviewed and analyzed your Conservation Fund, monitored your easements, and reviewed DES projects 
(including the Portland Pipeline shoreline repair work coming to the Israel’s River.)  We will miss John 
Accardi and Kim Votta, who are retiring.  New faces on the way! 
We are learning to Stream meetings, so all can easily and safely participate in these Covid times. 
Your Natural Resources Inventory! 
Open and print it here! 
https://www.lancasternh.org/uploads/1/2/8/8/12887857/lancaster_nri_2020_final.pdf 
 Scholarship! UNH student Kaiden Bedell receiving scholarship from Chairman Allan Ryder: 




Connecticut River Joint Commissions 
10 Water Street, Suite 225 






CRJC Riverbend Subcommittee Annual Report - 2020 
 
The Riverbend Subcommittee of the Connecticut River Joint Commissions (CRJC) meets every two 
months and consists of up to two volunteers nominated by participating municipalities, with 
allowance for alternates. Since March 2020, the Subcommittee has met via video conference call 
and continues to do while state emergency orders are active due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Current members of Vermont are Bill Graves and John Fairchild from Barnet, Deborah Noble from 
Concord, Scott Labun from Newbury, Mary Dole from Ryegate, William Piper from Waterford, and 
openings in Guildhall & Lunenburg. Current members of New Hampshire are Rick Walling from 
Bath, Michael Crosby and Gal Potashnick from Dalton, Pauline Corzilius and Lewis Dale from 
Haverhill, Rob Christie from Lancaster, Jim Sherrard and Jan Edick from Littleton, and Ken Hunter 
from Monroe. Those with one representative have an opening for a second volunteer. 
 
The Subcommittee provides a local voice to help steward the resources on or affecting a portion of 
the Connecticut River, particularly on topics related to the maintenance of good water quality and 
wildlife habitat. Meeting and events are open to the public. The Subcommittee is one of five that 
make up the Connecticut River Joint Commissions since 1989. Specific responsibilities include 
providing feedback to NH Department of Environmental Services, VT Agency of Natural Resources 
and municipalities on matters pertaining to the river; reviewing and commenting on proposed 
permits and plans; and maintaining a corridor management plan. 
 
The Subcommittee stayed up to date and commented on a number of issues including Vermont 
basin management plans, changes to the NH wetlands permitting process, and CRJC strategic plan. 
Chair Rick Walling has been authorized to sign off on NH minimum impact notification, registration, 
or expedited wetlands permit applications. The Subcommittee reviewed and commented on a 
series of permits including substation, electric corridor maintenance, and dock replacement in 
Monroe; driveway through a wetland complex in Lunenburg; and culvert replacement in Lancaster. 
In June, Belinda Emmons presented about her wildlife photography in the Connecticut River Valley. 
Members are pursuing a water quality monitoring program for the 2021 season. Members vocalized 
interest in bolstering LRS review of relevant Vermont permits. 
 
If you or someone in your community is interested in learning about or contributing to river 
management for the watershed, including serving as a liaison to the Headwaters Subcommittee, 
please contact our staff support Olivia Uyizeye at ouyizeye@uvlsrpc.org or visit our website at 
www.crjc.org to learn more.  
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Connecticut River Joint Commissions – FY 2020 Annual Report 
July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 
Suite 225, 10 Water St., Lebanon, NH 03766. 
Website at http://www.crjc.org  
CRJC continues its mission to preserve the visual and ecological integrity and working landscape of the 
Connecticut River Valley. With five local subcommittees and over 100 volunteers, CRJC is guiding the watershed’s 
growth by reviewing and commenting on hydro-electric dam relicensing, regulatory proposals, shoreland 
protection, and initiatives on clean water. 
CRJC continues to bring policy makers from both states and the public together to keep them abreast of the issues 
facing the Connecticut River Watershed. This year CRJC engaged with the “Rails-to-Trails Conservancy” who 
envisions a connected trail network of roads and highways throughout northern New England. There are 60 miles 
along the Connecticut River in both New Hampshire and Vermont that the Conservancy believes might be 
identified as part of a trails network.  
CRJC completed a Strategic Plan 2020-2025 which builds on over 30 years of experience in engaging communities 
in the Connecticut River Valley of Vermont and New Hampshire in a “shared commitment to safeguard a good 
place and a good life.” (Connecticut River Corridor Management 
Plan, 1997)  
The CRJC is a quasi-governmental organization composed of 
Governor-appointed and designated Commissioners from 
Vermont and New Hampshire, and the parent organization to 
five Local River Subcommittees. They may represent different 
interests, but are united in a shared regard of the Connecticut 
River, the surrounding landscape, and the ecosystem as a whole. 
Together, they identify and pursue collaborative efforts that 
safeguard the Valley.  
We anticipate the Connecticut River Valley will see substantial growth related to migration from metropolitan 
areas to our east and south driven by climate change and sea level rise, as well as the current pandemic. The need 
for facilitated cooperation and coordination between the two states on development within the watershed will 
only increase. The actions proposed in this plan leverage the group’s strongest assets: the passion and 
commitment of the volunteer members and Commissioners, and its statutorily-enabled purpose and connection 
to state government.  
In the short term, these strategic leverage points will build internal capacity to help sustain the organization. Over 
time and amidst those global challenges, the CRJC intends to continue serving communities of the Valley by 
helping to guide the growth and development in a way that conserves landscape integrity and stewards the use of 
its natural resources. The CRJC is well-situated to play a convening and advocating role, and understands that this 
work is most effective in partnership with existing organizations and initiatives. The CRJC values connection, 
advocacy, and mutual support, and is therefore dedicated to elevating collective efforts and collaborating with 
like-minded partners. 





CRJC gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation to complete the 
strategic plan and the facilitation of Emily Davis of Brattleboro, Vermont. 
The current Executive Committee of the Joint Commissions are; Lionel Chute, President (NH); Christopher 
Campany, Vice President (VT); Jennifer Griffin, Treasurer (NH); Jason Rasmussen, Secretary (VT); Ken Hastings, 
(NH); Marie Caduto (VT); and Steven Lembke, Immediate Past President (VT).  The Commission currently has 
several openings available for residents of both New Hampshire and Vermont. For more information on 
responsibilities and the appointment process e-mail contact@crjc.org 
For more information on CRJC see http://www.crjc.org.  
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GREAT NORTH WOODS WELCOME CENTER 
LANCASTER RENAISSANCE 
The staff at the Welcome Center was on hand for reduced hours during this past summer and fall. A very 
limited number of visitors came by. We are wishing Bonnie Judge all the best in her move to be near her 
son in the Carolinas. Now that we have turned the calendar we are looking forward to a renewed 
“Street Fair” which will be held on the Colonel Town playing fields on July 31,2021. Be sure to watch out 
for information on what will be a day of fun for the whole family. 
We are most appreciative for the support of the town. 
The committee is Amy Landry, Linda Hutchins, Cindy Bennett, Sandy Challinor and friends. 
Please feel free to contact any one of us and to offer your volunteer services. 
Good-bye to 2020 and Welcome 2021! 
NOYES FREE LECTURE FUND 
No events were scheduled for 2020. We are looking forward to bringing entertainment to you in 2021. 
Linda Hutchins, Domenic Pallaria, Bud Hikel, Jay Dugan-Henriksen 
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REPORT OF LANCASTER ICE RINK 
2020 
 
Since 2009 when the new rink and warming hut were built on the old Lancaster School ballpark 
in the floodplain area behind the county courthouse the battle has been engaged with Mother 
Nature in an effort to provide safe and fun winter outlet for area residents. 
 
Over the years this has been a changing battle with several floods caused by early ice dams 
sending Israel's River over its banks, warm spells and rainstorms, slush storms, deep snow 
dumps and daily nuisance snowfalls of under 2 inches or less. 
  
Through it all a dedicated handful of volunteers have developed a plan to deal with elements, 
but the work goes on in summer months too as maintaining the hockey boards, vast asphalt 
skating surface and motorized equipment have to be tended to. 
 
Annually one dedicated volunteer collects discarded white latex paint at the town's Transfer 
Station that is then mixed together to coat the rink in the fall. This ensures the sun's increasing 
power and heat are reflected from the surface so we can maintain ice from mid-December to 
mid-February. 
 
This year has been especially challenging with single digit temperature days the exception and 
temps warmer than usual the norm.  Essentially if the crew isn't clearing the snow or ice 
shavings or making ice, the rink is open from sunup till 10 p.m. We cannot allow skaters on the 
ice while we are operating power equipment. Lights are on a timer and come on when sunset 
has occurred and turn off at 10. Hockey players are encouraged to wear helmets, those under 
18 are required to wear helmets when playing hockey. 
 






















Jim Weagle – President 
John Jaworowski – Vice President 
Linda Hutchins – Secretary 
Toni Pierce – Treasurer 
Tim Boudreau 
Rita Cloutier 






Northern Gateway Regional 
Chamber of Commerce 
P.O. Box 537 / 25 Park Street 









February 4, 2021 
 
The past year in 2020 was a very challenging time for the Northern Gateway 
Regional Chamber of Commerce as we continued to work with our local 
businesses, nonprofit organizations and the community of Lancaster. 
 
In early January the chamber produced a Gateway Guide with town 
information on Lancaster helping to expand marketing and visibility for the 
town. The Chamber continues its weekly newsletter on Facebook full of 
helpful information for businesses and the communities we cover. 
 
In late February and March, the chamber was deemed a non-essential business 
by the State of NH. The chamber board decided to keep their only employee 
working. With the need of PPE and information on guidelines and protocols 
the chamber became “the resource” for all businesses and CARES Act 
Funding. The chamber contacted many Concord state employees to get needed 
PPE supplies for “essential workers and businesses” when supplies were 
scarce. The Northern Gateway Chamber gave a voice each week, on Zoom 
calls with the BEA Commissioner, Taylor Caswell. The chamber also wrote 
many letters in support for Lancaster businesses that were left out of many of 
the GOFERR funding. These included the Main Street Relief Fund, 1.0 & 
2.0,SELF, Nonprofit Fund, Live Venue, School and Town Funding. We gave 
input which led to the GAP Funding. 
 
A nonprofit organization reached out to the chamber in April and purchased 
over $5,000 of gift certificates from Lancaster chamber member restaurants 
during 2020. 
 
The Great North Woods Regional Chambers worked in a partnership with the 
BEA and was given funds to help our struggling businesses. We purchased 
PPE including ½ million disposable masks, sanitizer, face shields, reusable 
masks, sanitizing wipes, gloves, lanyards, thermometers, KN95 masks, and 
medical EnvoMasks. These items were distributed to our members for free in 
Lancaster at four different Drive-Thru Events. Benefiting businesses included 
the Town of Lancaster, Country Village, Bailey's Funeral Home, Weeks 
Medical Center, Lancaster Dental, The Copper Pig any many more. Left over 
products were donated and delivered to non-chamber businesses such as the 
Lancaster School, McKee Inn, Lancaster Veterinarian Hospital, Mt. Royal 
Academy, the Root Seller, Polish Princess and many other businesses. Special 
thanks to North Country Ford/Schurman Motor Co. who housed the PPE. 
 
The Chambers also worked with Hearst Media as part of the partnership 
marketing the Lancaster area for labor force through commercials and social 
media. The initiative was Work, Live & Play. 
 
Our funding comes from membership dues, fund-raising events and town 
appropriations. 100% of the funds the Great North Woods Regional Chambers 
received went to our help our chamber member and communities. None of the 
funding went to the chambers or for administration fees. 
 
We hope that we can count on your continuing support. 
Northern Gateway Regional Chamber of Commerce 
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Tri County CAP is a Family of Programs, serving families in Coos, Carroll, and Grafton Counties.  We are 
dedicated to improving the lives and well-being of New Hampshire’s individuals, families, and 
communities. We provide opportunities and supports for people to learn and grow in self-sufficiency and to 
get involved in helping their neighbors and improving the conditions in their communities. We seek to 
eliminate the root causes of poverty through the development of programs that allow low-income individuals 
the opportunity to meaningfully participate in the State and National economy and the social fabric of their 
communities through programs that address: Education; Emergency Support; Economic Development; Food 
Self Sufficiency; Marshalling of Local Resources; and Transportation.  
 
Tri County Community Action Program provides opportunities to strengthen communities by improving the 
lives of low to moderate income families and individuals. 
  
Annually we serve more than 24,000 individuals that reside over 4,455 sq. miles of Northern New 
Hampshire.  TCCAP and our 16 service programs provide services to all residents of Coos, Carroll, and Grafton 
County’s requesting and needing support.    
 
During our Fiscal Year 2020 we served a Total of 777 Lancaster Clients valuing $660.257 in services provide 
through  
  
Tri County Community Action Program thanks all communities and counties that we serve for their financial 
support of the programs, so that we may be able to continue to provide services to our community families in 





Amy A. Goyette, NCRI 
Strategic Initiatives and Projects Supervisor  
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North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency provides quality services that include home health, 
hospice, nursing, rehabilitation, social services, homemaking and long-term care in 48 towns, covering 
all of Coos County and northern Grafton County. In 2020, for the Town of Lancaster, we provided 
2,622 visits with services to 61 clients (10 of which were Hospice clients and the remaining were 
Home Health and Long-Term Care clients). We are committed to our community in that we provide 
community health clinics and screenings such as blood pressure checks, health education programs, 
and a bereavement support group.  
 
Hospice Care focuses on quality of life and provides support to the patient and their caregivers in 
achieving their goals and wishes. Our compassionate team, made up of physicians, nurses, social 
workers, home health aides, spiritual counselors, therapists and volunteers, work with the patient to 
achieve their goal. Services provided to the patient and their caregivers include: management of pain 
and symptoms, assisting patients with the emotional, spiritual and psychosocial aspects of dying, and 
provides needed medications, medical equipment and medical supplies. Also included is 
family/caregiver education on the provision of care and short-term inpatient treatment for 
management of symptoms that cannot be managed in the home environment or is needed for 
caregiver respite. Bereavement counseling for surviving family members and friends is also provided. 
An individual electing hospice care is not giving up on living, rather, making the decision to focus on 
quality of life. Hospice care provides a high level of quality medical care with a different focus from the 
traditional medical model.   
 
Home Health Care is critical to serving the growing health care needs of this community. Our skilled 
clinical team can monitor health problems and provide disease management within the comfort of the 
home setting, which helps prevent more costly health care such as hospitalization and long term 
institutional care.  
 
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency and our Board of Directors are extremely grateful to 
the Town of Lancaster for its support of our agency. This allows us to fulfill our mission to provide 
services to all individuals regardless of their ability to pay. North Country Home Health & Hospice 
Agency is committed to providing services in Lancaster to support clients and their families to remain 
in the comfort of their homes, in a safe and supportive environment, and to improve overall health 
outcomes in the community. 
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST 
2020 
 
The Supervisors of the Checklist had quite a year, but we managed to come through it without too 
many problems. 
 
We started off with Town Meeting in March and right after that the Pandemic hit the world.  We were 
able to hold all of our sessions by adhering to all of the guidelines that were set up for us.  We also 
attended ZOOM meetings that were set up by the Secretary of State and attended 2 seminars that 
were given.  We held workshops on our own to bring our files up to date and send out 30-day letters.  
Sometimes when we send out letters, we get them back as you may have moved, if only to another 
street in town, and when you come to vote there is extra paperwork for you to do.   If you do move it 
would help if you could let us know or just drop in to the Town Office and tell them and we can update 
your voter registration. 
 
Even with the Pandemic we managed to hold all of our elections without any major problems. People 
were willing to wear their mask and many of you voted absentee.  We thank you all for being so 
cooperative during this time.  The turnout for all of the elections was way more than expected, but all 
went smoothly. 
 
If you can’t come to register when we are having a session you can always go into the Town Office and 
fill out the paperwork that is needed.  Voting is a privilege that we all are fortunate to have and 
remember “your vote does count”. 
 
Thanking all of you for your continued cooperation during our elections - we are all in this together. 
 
Supervisors of the Checklist 
 
Sandra E. Doolan Ellie Emery Sharon Wilkinson 
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